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Section 1: Introduction
Kit specifications:
• Accurately etched 20 thou kit nickel-silver designed for easy slot and tab construction.
• Etched coupling rods to be laminated together for scale thickness and strength.
• Choice of cast resin boiler or etched with formers. Boiler and cab removable for painting
• Vulnerable parts are cast in a tin-rich alloy which will survive moderate bending and re-bending.
• The folded underframe enables all loco and tender axles to be sprung without buying additional parts.
• Plunger pick-ups for the driving wheels. Parts supplied for self-assembly. Kit can take Slaters' pickups if preferred. As 4-wheel pick-up is often insufficient, the bogie is designed for split-axle pick-up.
• Suitable for DCC sound with etched holes for an oval loudspeaker in the bunker
• Choice of simplified or full motion and valve-gear (non-working for easier installation)
• Full cab and external brake-gear detail – everything I can see in photos of different versions.
• Working sprung buffers. Slaters cast n/s draw-hooks and working couplings.
Scale 7: Wider motion plate also included on etch.
Needed to complete:
• Wheels and axles – note that Stirling's crank boss is between spokes, not in line. Recommended
drivers: Slaters Ref. 7867SW. These are 5’ 7” not 5’6” diameter, and may cause clearance problems
for the front drivers. Remedy: use the overscale etched front splashers for both Q & Q1.
There are two sizes of bogie wheels. For most locos you will probably choose Slaters Ref. 7845,
which are 3’9”. However, early batches of the Q used 3ft. diam. 8-spoke wheels, and some of these
made it to Q1 status. These are not available from Slaters, but I can supply Slaters tyres with either
resin or white metal centres plus axles.
•

Motor and gearbox (read discussion in Section 2) and thin electrical wire.

•

For Q1s: other manufacturers supply excellent castings for Wainwright boiler and backhead fittings,
and under-the-footplate sandboxes. These are for you to source, and kits supplied as Q1 will be
minus the unnecessary Stirling equivalents (hence the lower price).

•

Condensing versions: castings pack available for the pipework and unions.

•

Flux and solder (Best if you have a couple with different melting points).

•

‘Resin glue’ – i.e. 2-part epoxy resin glue (eg. 5-minute Araldite or Devcon) - and superglue. Number
plates, paint and lining.

Warning
If you are new to locomotive kits, I strongly recommend that you read a book on locomotive modelling
before starting this kit. Some notes on techniques are given in Appendix C but in general the instructions
assume you understand basics such as sawing, filing, drilling, soldering, etc.
I do not recommend soldering the white-metal parts – some are made of a very low-melting point metal.
In general, I recommend superglue and/or 2-part epoxy resin glue.
The model is capable of a very high degree of accurate detail. However, as a result, some of the work
can be fiddly and time-consuming. It's up to you to decide how much you are able to do. There is no law
that says you have to add every tiny detail!
SER-Kits offers these instructions in good faith, but cannot be responsible for any problems
arising. Modellers must use their own knowledge and common-sense. Failure to follow the order
of assembly may result in problems that are difficult to rectify at a later stage.
HEALTH AND SAFETY
•
•
•

When trimming the resin boiler, avoid breathing the resin dust (as with any fine dust) – wear a facemask. So far as I know the resin dust is not toxic, but why take the risk?
Don't heat the resin boiler – so do not solder near it after fixing. If you follow the instructions, the
resin boiler is fixed into place very late in assembly, after all soldering. Again, I'm not aware that hot
resin poses a health risk, but better safe than sorry.
Follow manufacturer's safety instructions for using solders, fluxes, epoxy resin adhesive and
superglues – i.e generally avoid inhaling vapours and skin contact.
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•
•

The white-metal castings contain some lead. Dispose of filings and swarf safely and wash hands
after. Do not eat while handling the castings (or solder, for that matter).
The nickel silver etch has sharp edges. Handle carefully to avoid cuts.

Tools: the minimum
Most modellers will already have built up the following kit.
•

A pair of curved nail scissors is useful for snipping parts from etches.

•

A selection of files is important, especially flat, triangular, round and oval needle files, also a flat
warding file.

•

A mini-drill is almost a necessity, preferably one that can be mounted in a vertical stand. The drill can
substitute for a lathe when held in a vice. If it has a speed control so much the better, especially for
drilling LMA where a lower speed is better. A box of drills from 0.5mm to 1.6mm, and larger drills (the
instructions give the recommended sizes). Dental burrs are really useful for enlarging slots and holes,
particularly after things have been fitted together and more clearance is needed. Sanding discs and
cylinders are useful, but have the drawback that it’s easy to take off more than intended.

•

A modeller’s vice is essential, and a finger vice can be very helpful as a third hand (wish I’d bought
one years ago). Also pin vices for different diameters of drills and for holding tiny parts for soldering.

•

Pliers, both square ended and fine-nosed. Several pairs of tweezers, fine pointed and square ended.
Also a variety of crocodile clips and paper fasteners.

•

A junior hacksaw or an Xacto saw is pretty much vital. A coping saw with fine-toothed blades is also
useful. A pair of end-cutters are quick.

•

Soldering needs a couple of sizes of iron, say 15 and 40 watt. Ideally, the larger iron should have a
large bit to hold the heat. Too many new irons have a small bit and run at too high a temperature.
Temperature control is vital if you want to solder low-melt, and the simplest thing is to use a
household lighting dimmer in a box. Trial the setting on scrap LMA. Use an acid flux but be sure to
wash off.

•

A pack of mixed grades of emery cloth (or wet and dry) is good for cleaning up. A piece glued on a flat
75mm square of plywood is useful for rubbing things flat – e.g the base of the resin smokebox. Mini
sanding discs (around 25mm diameter) are very useful, especially the Velcro sort. Scrapers made
from old screwdrivers sharpened are good for removing excess solder. A glass fibre pen is valuable
for a final clean-up and surface abrasion before priming.

•

For springing a 12BA tap is useful, and can be held in a pin vice. Not very expensive.

All these items can be sourced from advertisements or on-line. I use Squires and Eileen’s Emporium a lot:
both are helpful and orders from the latter arrive within a few days.
HISTORICAL NOTES can be found at the end of the instructions
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Section 2: Decisions to make before starting
Which version? – you choose
First read the historical notes (available separately). The kit should make almost any version of the Q
or Q1, and the Metropolitan equivalent, based on five main variants. Study photographs and choose
your particular loco, preferably before purchasing the kit.
1. Original type with 3’0” 8-spoke bogie wheels. (These include the condensing version, but extra
pipework will be needed) See also previous note on sourcing wheels
2. A few Qs were built as hybrids with small bogie wheels, but having a longer bogie wheelbase.
Treat these as for those with large bogie wheels. Some frame mods may be needed. If you’re
considering one of these versions, I suggest discussing with me first (email or SAE).
3. Later type with 3’9” bogie wheels on a longer wheelbase
4. Wainwright high-boiler version with centre safety valve and no dome
5. Wainwright Q1 rebuild of either bogie version: sandboxes are either integrated into the front
splashers (as in Stirling’s day) or below the footplate with plain arc splashers. There are several
variations. To make an accurate model of a Q1 you need to know whether the original was based
on the early or later versions of the Q as many of the original features remained after rebuild.
There are many minor variations requiring extra choices to be made: Smith’s or automatic vacuum,
Wainwright or Stirling boiler fittings, dome, Wainwright or Stirling safety valve, variant chimneys,
appropriate backhead and cab fittings, appropriate steam reverser. (Note that the tank front reversers are
different from the boiler-side reversers of Wainwright tender locos.) SER-Kits will exchange fittings if
returned safely in a jiffy bag, but small extra charges may be involved.
Design choices
•

Motor type
Various small motors with flywheel and gearbox will fit the loco. S & D Models GBL40 gearbox has
the smallest gears, and is the least obtrusive – but it’s not always available. Supplied with a Mashima
1833 and flywheel, it performs very well. The Tower models and Markits 40:1 fold-up gear boxes
work well with the Mashima 1833, but need trimming down not to foul the chassis stretcher that
supports the dummy valve gear. The Branchlines gear box needs no trimming but the bushes need
reducing to allow the rear driverssideways play. (See Appendix B for getting the loco round curves)

•

Compromises:
The motion & valve-gear for each cylinder are set closer together than in the prototype, in order to
suit Fine-scale, and to clear the overscale bearings. The wheel splashers and cab wheel housings
are wider because of the back-to-back measurements of Finescale. Splashers are etched both to
scale and slightly over to provide for the nearest size of Slater’s wheels.
Scale7: a wider motion plate is included, but in general the frames will have to be modified by cutting
the spacers and inserting scrap etch to create the correct width. There just wasn’t room for more!

•

Problems with small radius curves/ bogie wheel size
The kit is designed to go round 4’0 radius curves. It can almost certainly be amended if your curves
have a smaller radius, but you may find it best to choose the 3’0 bogie wheel version where the
prototype has cutouts in the frame for the wheels to swing under. If you definitely want the 3’9” bogie
wheel version, consider buying Slaters 3’7” wheels which are close to scale across the flanges. See
also Appendix B on getting the loco running.

•

Choice of dummy motion – etched or cast
Particularly with the High-boiler Q and the Q1, the motion
is very visible. The etch includes parts for a simplified
motion at no extra cost. This will probably satisfy most
modellers. Is it worth the extra effort? See the photo,
taken during construction. For complete realism, you
should purchase a set of SER-Kits dummy castings.

•

Various other design choices are described at the
appropriate point in the instructions.
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IMPORTANT NOTES:
•

Etched parts are numbered – list at end of these instructions. Where small parts are tabbed to large
parts, put the small parts safely into a box for use later on. Be warned: they can easily get lost!!!
NOTE: Parts for the early Qs with 3ft bogie wheels are suffixed E; for the later Qs with 3’9 wheels, L.
Q1s were rebuilt from either version so before building a Q1 make sure you know which original it’s
based on. Choose either E or L parts, according to the original version, unless there are parts (such
as the cab) specifically labelled Q or Q1.
If you want a Q1 but are not historically inclined, I’d suggest you use parts marked L for the later Q
and use 3’9 bogie wheels.

•

Instructions refer to Lill pins – small dressmakers' pins requiring a 0.55mm clearance hole. These are
now hard to source and may be replaced by ordinary dressmakers' pins needing a 0.65 clearance
hole.

•

In these instructions the word 'drawings' refers to the scale plans and elevations of the locomotives.
The word 'diagrams' refers to non-scale sketches embedded in the text.

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION POINTS
•

Various small etched parts need to be added, particularly to the chassis and bogie, e.g guard
irons, spring hangers. For these parts, two modelling methods are available:
1. On the small part to be added, punch rivets in the half-etched circles and solder. This is
quick, but it can be difficult to get the positioning correct during soldering, and parts can break
off easily in service. Alternatively:
2. On the small part, drill out 0.55mm the half-etched rivet circles. Locate the part with Lill or
small brass pins through these holes and the fully etched holes on the chassis or bogie.
Solder with solder paint. This is more painstaking than Method 1 but the result is stronger
and the part less likely to come off. Ideally, the heads of the pins may need reducing a little
by mounting in lathe or drill chuck and gently filing as they rotate.
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Section 3: Starting Construction: the Bogie
1. There are two main types of bogie – see Historical Notes. The kit provides for either version. I know
of no detailed information about the intermediate type: long wheelbase but 3ft wheels. My guess
would be to use the long wheelbase etched sides with short wheelbase end spacers.
2. Both bogies are intended to allow electrical pick up from
the wheels, using the split axle/split frame method. The
principle is shown in this diagram. The two assemblies
are separated by a styrene spacer and joined with four
8BA bolts. The etched holes are arranged so that one
spacer does not touch the bolts, while the bolt heads are
kept from the spacer by another thin styrene sheet.
3. Remove the bogie sides 1E or 1L and spacers 2 & 3 from
the etch. as in the photo and check against the drawing
so that you understand the way Ashford constructed the bogie. Note that on the model, the spacers
have tabs to fit into the slots in the sides for ease of soldering and location. Each tells you where to
locate: RH is right-hand looking towards the front of the loco. The bogie pivot hole is intended to be
forward of the wheelbase centre.

4. Cut out two pieces of styrene sheet, one of 60 thou, one of 20 thou
and drill them as shown. The 3.5mm hole can drilled at a later stage
using the etched spacers as a guide.
5. Next the wheels and axles: Split the axle by your preferred method.
Here is one well-known method: First drill two small holes, say 1mm,
right through each axles. Second, with a coping saw, cut a slot
between the two holes and cut across the axle down to one of the
holes. Fill the right-angled slot with resin glue and allow to set.
Finally, cut across the other side of the axle down to the second hole to
create the z-shaped break, and fill the second slot with resin glue.
Later on, be careful when tightening the wheel screws not to stress the
glue – hold the wheel rims, not the axles.
6. If you are using plastic-centred wheels, e.g Slaters’, you need to short
across between tyre and boss. On the rear of each wheel, carefully cut
a thin slot with a fine saw or (very carefully) with a slitting disc, from tyre to boss down one spoke.
With a hot iron, and without dwelling (or you’ll melt the plastic) solder a piece of thin wire between
boss and tyre. Then run a file over the back of the wheel to remove any excess solder and wire, so
that the back-to-back dimension will not be affected. It may be possible to achieve the same result
with electrical conducting paint. I haven’t tried it myself.
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Early Bogie, 3ft wheels (for later, go to 13 below)
7. Etch error: when revising the etch to correct an error, I introduced another (sorry!): the slots on the
right-hand bogie side are now etched too high. Mark new slots lower down, so that there is 1.6mm
between bottom of old slots and top of new. Drill 0.6mm, and fret, burr or scrawk the new slots.
8. Punch ½-etch rivets in sides. Open out the ½-etch holes to take the standard round Slaters axle
bearings. (The smaller holes are for bearings and axles based on Slater’s 3ft diesel wheels – if you
want to fret out spokes…) Make sure to support the etch in the vice while filing/broaching. Solder
bearings to protrude outwards so that the wheels will clear the outside springs.
9. Fold end stretchers, identifying the rear one by the extra etched holes (top etch in above photo). Note
that the spacers are intended not to meet the other side to avoid a short circuit.
10. Punch rivets and fold the guard irons (4E attached to 7L) but see ‘General
Construction Point’ above. Solder them over the pin holes in the rear
spacer, overlapping the RH guard iron by about 1/2mm - this will ensure
that the guard-iron is level with the sides when the bogie is assembled.
11. The early bogie had compensating beams.
After punching out rivet holes, assemble as
in this diagram. A pin can be used for
location of the beam when soldering, and
the head filed off before soldering the pivot
cover and nut. (I found it easier to use
superglue for these). Do not solder the
vertical links to the frame – they’re intended
to stay proud and overlap the spring
hangers to be fitted later.
12. Make a trial assembly of the bogie, with the 60 thou styrene between the two spacers, and the 20
thou styrene underneath, holding it all together with 8BA round-heads and nuts.
Later Bogie, 3ft 9in. wheels
13. Fold the guard irons 4L attached between parts 7E and 7L to the profile in the end elevation drawing,
and solder them in place – see ‘General Construction Point’ above.
14. Solder the horizontal spacers into the side frames according to the etched instructions.
15. Make a trial assembly of the bogie, with the 60 thou styrene between the two spacers, and the 20
thou styrene underneath, holding it all together with 8BA round-heads and nuts.
16. The Slaters round bearings are designed to be soldered into the etch holes, with the flange inside. .
However, to avoid filing them back for wheel clearance, an etched packing washer may be soldered
between lip and bogie frame, so before soldering, check the overall width against the back-to-back
clearance. Once you’ve decided what size packing washers are needed (full or ½-etch), take the
bogie apart and solder the bearings and washers in place.
Both bogies
17. After disassembling, fit the
spring hangers (5) as follows
(it’s easier to do before
removing them from the
etch):
18. Punch the rivets, and joggle
the tops outwards. Cut them
from the etch box and solder
one by one, lining the top holes with a temporary pin.
19. I found it worthwhile soldering small tags to the rear of the top and bottom spacers of each sideframe). These had a 0.7mm hole drilled in each, so that the electrical leads to the motor could be
more easily soldered in the later stages, after painting. These tags are not shown in the photos.
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20. Re-assemble the bogies with styrene spacers and 8BA nuts and bolts. Then make sure there are no
short-circuits with a multimeter or battery & bulb, if necessary slightly adjusting the positioning of the
two halves and re-assembling one bolt at a time
21. Trial the axles (or better, lengths of 3/16 rod) and make any necessary bearing adjustments. Slaters’
bearings can sometimes be tight – run a 3/16” drill through them.
22. When you’re satisfied that a) the axles are parallel and rotate freely and b)
that there is still electrical discontinuity between the frames, run a fillet of
epoxy resin glue between the non-soldered spacers and frames.
23. Early bogie only – see diagram opposite: Hold the corners with
superglue and a strip of scrap styrene to preserve electrical discontinuity.
Detailing
24. Run 0.7mm rod through the spring-hanger holes, locating the
spring castings in position. Solder with low-melt, or superglue.
Remove excess rod.
25. Add the bogie stabiliser castings to the centre of each side
frame.
26. Later bogie only: These, like later SER/SECR bogies, had end
stretcher rods. It would be tricky to use metal and maintain
electrical discontinuity, so my kit solution is to use 25mm lengths of
1.1mm styrene rod with 2mm washers cut from 2.4mm styrene tube
at either end as in the photo.
27. Bogie Pivot: The long 6BA bolt is fixed to the chassis cross-piece
with a nut. In final assembly, thread onto the bolt in order: spring,
black nylon top-hat bush, bogie, nut. The black nylon bush on the top
ensures electrical separation.

Section 4: Making the coupling rods
1. The coupling rods are designed for Slaters' brass top-hat bearings.
2. On the middle layer for each rod, the part sticking up for the oil gland is forked. This creates a small
hole for the later assembly of the gland on a piece of wire to be fixed into the hole.
3. Assembly is best done with solder paste; otherwise tin the parts before assembly.

4. Lay 2 top hat bearings on a heat-proof surface. Referring to the diagram, thread on each part in turn,
applying solder paste. After soldering, clean up the rods, and gently bevel the edges.
5. Detailing: Solder 12mm or so of 24SWG N/S wire into each of
the holes created by the forks referred to in Step 2 above. For
full detailing, very small ½ etch washers and very small full-etch
cosmetic nuts are provided on long tags. Thread a washer and
nut onto each wire, with tags to the rear where errors won't
show. (I find it best to thread the washer onto the wire before
snipping the tag from the main etch. Fix washer and nut in
place with superglue. (Solder will blur out all the detail) Cut off
the tags (preferably with a fine coping saw) and clean up.
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Section 5: Constructing the Locomotive Chassis
28. What you’re aiming for:
Small bogie Q
chassis with
dummy motion

Small bogie Q
chassis with
dummy motion
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The chassis is in two parts: a main chassis (6) for the 4 coupled wheels, and a chassis extension over
the bogie (7E or L). You will also need one of the frame spacers 7S, E or L, the firebox & rear
bearing guides (9), front bearing guides (10), ashpan (11Q or 11Q1), and motion plates (12, 12A and
12B). Before proceeding, have you made your mind up about the dummy motion – etched simplified
or cast detailed? (See p.11 and App.D) Put aside the guard irons at the front of the main frame for
later use.

29. The photo shows what you’re aiming for:
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30. Before folding the main chassis 6 and rear chassis extension 7, some punching and drilling is
needed, depending on the preferred construction choices. So before doing anything, please refer to
the Diagram above and read the following notes:
•

The Slaters square brass bearings slide up and down in slots in the bearing guides 9 and 10
which are laminated inside the main frames. The bearings are prevented from rotating by the
slots in the frames, and from falling out by keeper plates as in the prototype. The keeper plates
can be folded up later and if you choose this method, then punch rivets at each keeper plate – 4
lots of 4. For subsequent maintenance, it’s probably better to make removable keeper plates. In
this case, drill through the rivet holes 0.8mm, then cut off and keep the keeper plates safe. Later
you can fix them in place with glued Lill pins. (Or your own 16BA nuts & bolts).

•

As the Stirling firebox and grate are on an angle, and Wainwright’s horizontal, the bearing guides
9 are treated as in the diagram. Cut main frames back for Early Q to the line as shown above.

•

PICK-UP Holes: before folding the chassis you will need to open out the half-etch pick-up holes
P/U in both main frames and the bearing guides 9. For SER-Kits pickups, open out successively
to 4.5mm diameter/No.16 drill.

•

LOCO SPRING CASTINGS: these will eventually be fixed by pins through the holes marked Spr.

•

BRAKES: these will be fixed to 3/64” rod soldered into the holes B.

•

SANDPIPES – for those locos with sandboxes above the footplate, these are soldered (later on)
into the holes marked S.

•

Electric lead holes EL: the leads from the front pick-ups can be threaded outside the frames so
that they’re not visible next to the motion, and then back in under the tanks to the motor.

31. Now begin assembly by punching all rivet holes and carrying out the
operations listed above.
32. The springing units. The axle-boxes are fitted with the lip facing inwards
to allow sideways axle play when the loco rounds curves. There are 3/16”
washers in the etch if you need them. The vertical movement of the axleboxes is controlled by phosphor-bronze coil springs and restricted by an
adjustable 12BA bolt. The top photo shows what you're aiming for:
33. When you're sure you understand the intended construction method,
proceed as follows: take the axle-box guides 9 & 10. Prepare the
holes in the tags above each axle-box slot as follows: If possible, cut
a thread with a 12BA tap. If you don't possess a tap, improvise one
as follows. Take one of the steel 12 BA bolts and file the last couple
of millimetres almost to a point. Then drill a 1.3mm hole in a small
block of MDF to support the tag while you use a screwdriver to drive
the tapered bolt into the hole in the tag, turning it as you go to cut a
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thread. (See lower of the two photos:)
34. Alternatively, open out the tapping hole to clearance, file down one of the flats on a 12BA nut (not
supplied) and solder to the top of the tag – but do this later, after soldering the axle-box guides into
place.
35. Fold up the tags above the axle-box slots and strengthen with a fillet of solder.
36. Fold the frames down as in the photo below, and tin them and the bearing guides 9
& 10. Note that the guides 10 have a slight bevel to clear the slots for the cylinder
backhead. Then using pins as locators, hold the guides with croc clips and touch
with the iron to just catch them in place and no more. Trial the bearings and adjust if

necessary. When all is correct, finalise the sweating.
37. Tin, then locate the appropriate ashpan etches 11 with pin and
cocktail stick and sweat in place as in the photo opposite:
38. Solder the ashpan front 11A across the ashpan sides. Fold the
firebox/ashpan rear 11B to the side profile and solder in place.

REAR FRAME EXTENSION
39. Choose the appropriate frame extension, 7E or 7L and punch rivets.
Fold and offer to the main frame, noting how the half-etches overlap
for soldering. Remember that the early Q frames ran straight and parallel back to the rear buffer
beam, with the bogies swinging underneath. For the later Q, the frames were joggled just behind the
firebox and then tapered to the rear as in the photo. The etch exaggerates the taper to help the loco
get round sharp curves without the wheels shorting on the frames, but you may need to increase the
taper even more with curves under 4ft.
40. Reverse fold the extension spacer so that the bogie fixing nut can be soldered in place below
footplate level. Fold down the extension sides. Don’t solder to the spacer yet. (Why? – see Appendix
B dealing with getting the loco round sharp curves)
41. Note that where the extension and main chassis overlap, the halfetches have three rows of holes each side. The top row is for locating
pins when soldering the extension in place. The bottom two rows are
for the brake spindle trunnions 8E (un-numbered but boxed and
attached to 7E) or 8L attached to the cylinder base, 13.
42. Clamp the extension in place as in photo, carefully checking that the top
is in a truly straight line with the main chassis. Add Lill pin locators in
the upper two holes and solder together.
43. Locate the appropriate brake spindle trunnions 8E or 8L on the lower
holes (see Instruction 41) above). Note that brake spindle hole centre
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should be 17.5 mm below the top edge of the frame for the later Q and 19.5mm for the early Q.
Solder outside the frames. If you have sharp curves, see Appendix B for possible problems and
solutions.
44. The bogie stabiliser brackets rub (in the prototype) on rubbing plates fixed on a frame stretcher.
Castings for the rubbing plates are intended to be fixed on a stretcher 7S, E or L soldered to the tabs
centred between the bogie wheel cutaways on the rear frame extensions. For Scale7 use the E
version and modify the tab slots. L version only: when soldered, you will see that the tabs foul the
holes for locating spigots on the casting, so drill into the tabs 1.3mm diam. a millimetre or so deep.

Section 6: The Motion and Valve Gear
Next fit the three front frame spacers, but read all of Instruction 6.1 first and see photos on the next page.
1. The spacers go in order from the front: cylinder backhead 12; motion plate 12A; non-prototype rear
motion support 12B, which will support the rear ends of the eccentric and con- rods (which cannot be
hung on the rear axle because of the gearbox).
2. NOTE: (1) If you’re not bothered to fit motion, I’d still suggest fitting the three spacers for strength and
in case you change your mind.
3. NOTE (2) 12A and 12B are etched to tell you which way they should point.
4. NOTE (3) Early Q only: Part 12B as etched will foul the cosmetic spring castings, so file out about
2.5mm x 2.5mm in each bottom corner.
5. NOTE (4) The optional dummy castings kit includes a cast motion plate which replaces 12A. If you’re
using these castings, fit spacers 12 and 12B and the cylinder base 13. Then skip to Section 6 below
and complete all main soldering operations on the chassis before following the separate instructions
for the cast motion.
6. Solder the motion plate 12A in place locating with Lill pins in the rearmost of the pairs of etched holes.
At the same time, solder cosmetic Lill pins in the empty holes.
7. Gently curve edges of the cylinder base 13 into place and solder into the slots in the frames and to
the cylinder backhead. The four holes are for the drain cocks. If you think it necessary, cut and trim a
piece of scrap brass to make the front cylinder head, but don’t do this until the motion.
8. Solder the expansion links and eccentric rods into the motion plate and rear support. Solder the long
and short con-rods from below. The photos show views above and below:

9. Cut lengths of 1mm copper wire to make the valve rods and solder into the two middle holes in the
cylinder backhead (12). Cut lengths of 3/64” brass rod to form piston rods, and solder into the outer
holes in the backhead.
10. Solder the four slide bars (69) into the slots in the motion plate 12A and top of the cylinder backhead.
11. Solder 1/16” (1.6mm) rod to the front of the motion plate under the chassis to make the pivot for the
reverser crank. (See scale drawing and photos in Appendix D) It should protrude about 5mm beyond
the right-hand frame.
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Section 7: Chassis construction continued
1. Solder on the front guard irons (unnumbered, but previously attached to the front of the main frames).
2. Solder Lill pins into the holes either side of the axle-box slots (“Spr” in the frame diagram on p.7) In
the final stages of assembly, the cast driving wheel springs will be hung from these pins. NOTE: early
Q only: eight pins in all. NOTE, later Q and Q1: omit from the rear axle where the leaf springs are
replaced by Timmins coil springs. Cut the pins to project ~3mm.
3. At this stage, it's worth making a trial assembly of the bearings, wheels and axles, as described:
4. Check that the axle-boxes slide easily in their guides - neither binding, nor having too much play. If
filing is needed, file both sides of the guides evenly. Check that the outer (squared) sides of the axleboxes fit smoothly between the frame slots. Again, any filing should be done equally on both edges.
You may need to mark the top of each axle-box, as they can sometimes be slightly rectangular rather
than truly square.
5. Remove the top of each of the 4 bearings as shown, to form a seating for
the coil spring. I find a spherical burr useful for this. The lips on the rear
bearings may need reducing to make room for the gearbox. Finally, insert
each axle-box and gently bend the keeper plates into position. Screw in the
12 BA adjusting bolts, but don't bother with the coil springs at this stage.
(Ideally, turn the bolts into grub screws by removing the head and sawing a
cross-slot)
6. Fit wheels and axles and, pressing on the chassis between the wheels to stabilise it, check the height
of the frame ends. Adjust the grub screws so that the height of the tops of the frames is just over
30mm above the rails. (It’s 52in. on the prototype.) Trial the bogie with the spring, but don’t bother too
much at this stage, as you need the weight of the body before trimming the spring.
PICK-UPS
7. Cut 4 strips of scrap brass etch about 7mm x 3mm and 4 x 6mm
lengths of 1/8" brass tube. Slightly taper each tube so that it will
enter the nylon bush without force. Using higher melting point
solder, solder a strip over the end of the double tube to form a
closer and electrical tag.
8. Push each tube into the nylon bush with the clips as shown, and push the whole assembly
into the pick-up holes in the frames. Firmly but not forcefully. If you find force might be
needed, open the hole out a little. Superglue in place, and trim back the outside of the
bush so that it will not foul the wheels. The photo of the rear pickups in position in the
chassis shows what’s intended. Later on, use lower melting point solder with a hot iron to
attach the leads.

9. For each plunger, round the end of a piece of 1/16" rod almost to a point, and cut off a
o
4mm length. (TIP: To taper, turn the rod in a drill, and hold a file against it at about 45 .)
Repeat until you have 4 plungers. If you can use the edge of a file to create the shape in
the diagram, so much the better, as it will centre the plunger on the spring. Clean off
the sawn ends, so that the plungers slide easily in the tubes with the tapered end
outwards. In the final assembly stages you should complete the pick-ups by snipping
off lengths of the fine 1.5mm diam. spring, but for the moment put the plungers and
spring carefully aside where they will not be lost.

Section 8: Getting the chassis running
1. Most of the subsequent assembly involves soldering or gluing metal castings, so I suggest making a
trial run at this stage. Before continuing, have a quick read of Appendix B.
2. Cut 4 driving wheel springs 9 mm long from the 2.4 mm diameter phosphor-bronze spring. With
tweezers, thread over the adjuster bolts to bear on the axle-boxes. Fix the wheel sets and check that
each axle turns freely in it its axle-box.and arrange so that the chassis top is about 30.3mm above the
track.
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3. Fit the bogie with spring cut to about 20 mm long. The bolt is threaded up through the top-hat bush
(on top of the bogie) and into the nut soldered to the rear chassis spacer. NOTE: the final springing
adjustments must be made later since they require the weight of the completed loco body. The
spring can be stretched a little to put more pressure on the bogie.
4. Push the underframe round your sharpest curve, and check the side-play of each axle. If there are
any problems, see Appendix B.
5. Add the coupling rods, and push round by hand to check there is no binding. If there is: Appendix B.
6. Remove the wheels and thread the electrical leads through the various holes in the chassis and
solder to the pickup tags.
7. Trial the motor and gearbox on the rear driving axle. The frame-spacers may need reducing or
removing. Some gearboxes may require the lips on the axle bearings to be reduced for side-play.
There is room under the motor for a DCC decoder. There is also room for a flywheel. I recommend
completing the loco body but not fitting the backhead until you’ve checked the flywheel clearance by
viewing from cab into boiler.
8. When the motor is pulling a heavy load, the motor can tend to ride up: one way of curing this is to
glue a scrap of sponge rubber to the top of the casing which will bear on the boiler but allow sideways
play. The previous photo of the completed small bogie wheel Q shows another way: a cross piece of
scrap brass held with long 8BA bolts threaded into holes tapped in the chassis.
9. With the driving wheels off, fit the plunger pick-ups. Insert the plunger spring into one of the plunger
holes and cut to barely protrude. I find a pair of nail-scissors the best tool. Be careful not to bend the
end of the spring outward as it could then stick in the tube and need fishing out with a bit of bent wire.
Have a small bit of sticky tape ready, push a plunger in and catch with the tape. Repeat for the other
three. After fixing the driving wheels, the plungers can be released.
10. Try running the motor with the worm wheel loose on the axle. If all is well, tighten the worm-wheel
grub-screw and run the chassis under power. When you're satisfied with the running, make a note of
the washers, and remove wheels, motor and gearbox, pick-ups and springs.
11. At this stage, or later before painting, fit the etched balance weights (68) to the rear driving wheels.
Glue in place as in the side elevation drawing. If you make both wheels identical, they will be correct
when fitted, since the balance weight trails the crank on the RH side and leads on the LH. Fill behind
the segments with Milliput or similar.
12. Add the coupling rods and retain them with the N/S washers from the SER-Kits etch and with the
steel nuts supplied with the wheel sets. (The etched washers are more accurate than standard
(smaller) 12 BA washers.)
13. With the worm-wheel loose on the rear axle, run the chassis backwards and forwards by hand to note
if there is any binding. If you have assembled the axle-box guides and coupling rods with care, the
wheels should rotate freely. NOTE: failure to ensure easy running of the wheels at this stage will not
only result in jerky running and loss of power, but may also burn out the motor. In the trial models
built from the kit, there was no binding. However, if you have a problem, refer to trouble-shooting
notes in Appendix B. Provided everything is OK, tighten the worm-wheel grub screw and try the loco
out.

Section 9: Detailing the Chassis
Remove motor, gears, wheels and bogie.
FITTING SANDPIPES
1. These are to be made from the 19SWG 1mm copper wire. They should probably be ~1.2mm
diameter (18SWG), but I haven’t located a source. Cut two 100mm lengths. and bend one end of
each to the profile of front and rear pipes in the scale drawing. Bend at 90º at the top, and slide
through the holes in the chassis (Diagram on p.7). Solder in place and curve the remaining ends to
profile. File bottom ends parallel to track.
2. Use a thin piece of spare strip from the etch to bend up the sand-pipe stay. Solder it round the pipe
and to the front guard-irons.
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Fitting Reverser Gear Below The Chassis
3. The Q/Q1s with steam reverser fitted to the front of the left-hand tank, had quite simple linkage.
4. The early Qs with steam reverser in the cab had linkage to a long lever going down behind the righthand tank and pivoted on the frame, with a long horizontal link behind the rear driving wheel.
5. For both versions refer to the photo. It shows etch
parts 22 several of which are common to both
positions of the reversedr. It also shows the early
Q chassis with the more complicated linkage
added.
6. Remove the two parts of the weigh-shaft crank,
joggle one at the half-etch and solder together to
form a forked crank.
7. The weigh-shaft crank is soldered to 1/16” rod fixed
to the bottom of the motion plate. The rod should
be 33mm long for front tank reversers, and 25mm
for the early Q with cab reverser. If you use the
cast motion plate it has brackets for the rod. If you
use the simplified etched motion, solder the rod
directly to the motion plate 12A, or improvise brackets from scrap brass.
Reversing gear – early Q
8. The weight shaft cranks is vertical when in neutral. The photo shows how the parts are assembled
onto the chassis. The pivot is made from a short piece of 1/16” rod soldered into the hole behind the
rear sandpipe. Keep the remaining reverser parts safely for use later on (linkage near the cab).
Reversing gear – later Q
9. The weigh shaft crank should be approximately horizontal, and on the prototype, is connected by the
link directly to the vertical piston rod of the reverser on the tank front. Because model brake blocks
are usually further ‘off’ from the wheels than in the prototype, there is very little clearance for the
weigh-shaft crank. I found it necessary to file the hole oval and reduce the length of the crank by
about 1/2mm. In extreme cases, it may be necessary to
remake the crank smaller.
10. For the model, make the reverser piston rod from 0.9mm
wire. So that the top of the model can be removed from the
chassis, bend the piston rod un-prototypically at rightangles and solder into the hole LR in the frame diagram on
p.7. This arrangement can be seen in the photo between
the driving wheel bearings.
11. Add driving wheel springs by drilling & gluing onto the lill-pins either side of the bearings. Note that
earlier locos had leaf springs. Later locos had the front driver springs replaced with Timmins coil
springs.
12. Add top part of bogie stabilisers (rubbing plates) by gluing into the circular holes etched in the frames.
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Section 10: Fitting Brake Gear
The kit is supplied with parts for either Smith’s non-automatic
vacuum brake (pre c.1892) or for the later fully automatic brake.
During the changeover period, some locomotives were suitable
for either type; for these, build for the automatic brake, but fit
buffer-beam standards and pipes for both.
Identify the parts (boxed on the etch as 47) from the photo
opposite, and follow these stages:
A. Fit brake hangers
B. Fit vacuum cylinders
C. Fit linkage to vac. cylinders
D. Later on, after the loco is running well, and probably after painting, hang the brake blocks and
link back to the cranks on the brake spindle.
A: Brake Hanger supports
1. Slide two lengths of 3/64” rod into the brake holes in the chassis, to protrude about 1cm either side.
2. Fold each brake hanger support into a square U shape, then…
3. SIMPLE APPROACH (But more difficult for painting and maintenance): Thread the brake hanger
supports and the brake hangers over the rod with the brake hangers inside the ‘U’. Solder in place.
4. BETTER APPROACH (2) (making it easier to adjust and take the brake gear off).
Thread the brake hanger supports onto the rod and solder to the frames. Cut off
the rod, leaving about 1/1½ mm projecting. Cut 4 pieces of 1/16” brass tube
3.5mm long. and solder to rods. Use cut rod to suspend hangers, holding in place
with a dab of Loctite and leaving enough protruding to work it out if needed.
5. BETTER APPROACH (3 ) Cut 4 pieces of 1/16” brass rod 3.5mm long, drill
1.05mm/No.59 in lathe, tap 12BA. Make grub screws from the 12BA bolts used for the loco bearing
springs. Assemble as in the diagram and then solder the tube to the rod
and the main frame taking care to leave the grubs screw free. Parts for
this not supplied.
B: Fit Vac. cylinders: Fully Automatic Version
6. The photo shows the end result: REPLACE
7. Fold the cylinder trunnions (43) into a square U and check the fit of the
spigots on the castings into the trunnion holes. Solder the trunnions in
place, positioning them according to the scale drawing.
8. File the sprue remains off the top of the vacuum cylinders. Trim down
the side spigots to project only ½ mm. The piston rod must be prepared to take the sliding link.
Support the little block on its end and saw a slot to take one end of the link. Drill through 0.6mm so
that a pin can hold the link in place as in the photo. I’m not sure whether the link was doubled up in
the prototype, so there are four to play with and make your own decision… NOTE: If you have trouble
with sawing and drilling the piston rod, remove it altogether, drill 1.1mm or 1.2mm into the centre
where it fitted and follow the alternative method given for the non-automatic version.
B: Fit Vac. cylinders: Smith’s Non-Automatic Version
9. So far as I can interpret photos, the vacuum cylinder had a
cover over it as in the photos.
10. Cut the half-round spigot from the corrugated cylinder
casting and drill out 1.1 or 1.2mm. diameter underneath.
Glue/solder in place according to the scale drawing.
11. After gluing the cylinders, cut out the half-etched rectangles
located in the footplate etch (where the cab will sit), cut
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9mm off the length and roll to fit over the cylinders leaving room for the drain cock. Glue into place.
12. Make a piston rod for the vacuum cylinder as follows: take two short lengths of 1mm copper wire and
hammer a flat in the end. Drill the flat out 0.6mm and bevel the edges. Fit two sliding links to each
piston rod as in the photo and solder in place. Save the rods for later.
C: Fitting the vac. cylinder linkage
13. These parts are the cranks and levers under the cab. Refer to
the scale drawing when you thread them (in the order shown in
the photo) onto the brake spindle made of 1/16” rod cut to
37mm (40mm for S7). Of course you should already have
soldered the trunnions to the frame, but they are shown
separately here. Read the following before assembly:
14. The little washers are to simulate the prototype bearing and could be omitted.
15. The handbrake link and crank (in the middle of the photo) are largely hidden by the bogie and can be
omitted. If you decide to fit the part, twist the link 90 deg. so that the folded top can be
soldered to the rear mainframe stretcher.
16. The long arms – the vacuum cranks – are soldered flush to the ends of the rod after fitting the
tiny egg-shaped cranks which are soldered together for prototype thickness. Leave them free
to rotate at this stage – later on the link to the brake blocks will decide the exact position. The
kit also has alternative and more representative castings, but the danger is that these will melt
when you solder the vac cranks to the spindle ends. I managed it by painting the spindle with
felt marker to reduce heat conductivity.
17. Centre the spindle through the trunnions, adding the handbrake link and washers if you wish. Solder
the etched egg-shaped cranks in pairs - and fit them - or the castings - loosely.
18. Pin the narrow end of each vacuum crank to two sliding links hanging from the vacuum cylinders and
solder the cranks to the ends of the spindle. The linkage should now look like the photos
accompanying the instructions for fitting the vacuum cylinders.

19. The drawing shows the way the parts fit together. The rear brake rods were adjustable on the
prototype. Make these first. Check the length against drawings, noting that the rod for the large bogie
wheel loco is some 69mm between pivot hole centres and the 70mm for the small bogie wheel locos.
20. The kit
offers
two

possibilities to represent the distinctive adjuster screws: a casting to be soldered to the end of the
link, or etched adjusters to be sweated together in pairs and filed to a more accurate profile. The
second is the stronger method, but the first looks best. If you choose the first, file the end of the
etched link to a taper to fit into the slot in the casting, and tin the end. Assemble each link & casting
on plasticine, apply red label flux and touch the etched link with the iron until the solder melts to the
casting.
21. Before starting to rig the brakes, wedge the driving wheels at the top of their travel (as adjusted for a
correct-height footplate). Solder or glue a lill pin into the centre hole of both little 3-hole links and cut
it down to 2 or 3mm. Solder or glue a lill pin into one end of the front (short) brake rods.
22. Fix all 4 brake block hangers onto the supports fitted earlier (p.12).
23. Drill the brake-block castings 0.6 mm (thus losing the cast bolt-head which will be replaced with a lill
pin). You may wish to glue thin strips of your own 5 or 10 thou styrene sheet to the brake block faces
to avoid electrical shorts. Trial the brake blocks on the brake hangers with a lill pin: you will probably
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need to saw the slit a little deeper to get a fit. Then hold each pin and brake block with a drop of
superglue while pressing the block against the wheel. Cut the pins down to about 8mm or so.
24. Cut two lengths of 3/64” tube, the same width as the chassis (26mm for F/S) to form the brake
connectors. Catch the front brake rods on the brake block lill pins and thread one of the tubes
between them. Centre the tube, make sure the brake blocks are far enough apart for the wheels not
to short-circuit, and keeping the rods against the tube, fix with a drop of superglue at either end.
25. Assemble the 3-hole links and tube on the brake block pins and catch with superglue, again making
sure that there will be no short-circuits when the wheels move sideways on curves. Also glue the front
brake rod pin to the bottom hole of the link.
26. The four brakes can be now be moved to the off position and both adjustable brake rods fitted
between the centres of the 3-hole links and the tiny vacuum spindle cranks.
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Section 11: Constructing the locomotive body
1. Read the following Notes and snip out the footplate (14), valances 15, and buffer beams 16.
NOTES
•

The footplate edge is half-etched to appear truer to scale, but this makes it more fragile until
the valances have been soldered in place. Careful when removing from etch!

•

The two original versions of the Q had different length footplates (and valances therefore)
allowed for on the etch. So far as I know, the Q1 rebuilds maintained the original dimensions.
The later Q had rather less footplate in front of the smokebox, and a longer rear to
accommodate a longer bunker/water tank. The slope of the bunker floor meant that the
coalhole was lower on the later versions.

•

Early versions of the Q had a front buffer beam which was a wooden ‘sandwich’ (common in
those days). This is why there appear to be four etched buffer beams. The ones with fewer
rivets are the inner sides of the sandwich. The ones with more rivets are for the outer
sandwich side, or for the single buffer beam of later Qs.

2. CUTTING THE FOOTPLATE: Offer up the footplate and buffer beams to the scale drawing, and
check where you must cut back the footplate for the version you are modelling.
In general, for Q/Q1s with large bogie wheels, cut/file back the footplate front approximately 1mm,
being guided by the slots for the buffer beam. (You may feel it best to do this after soldering the buffer
beam)
In general, for Q/Q1s with small bogie wheels and short wheelbase, do not trim the front, while the
bunker end should be cut back a little over 3mm, again being guided by the buffer beam slots. I find
the best way of doing this is repeated scoring with a Stanley knife.
The holes for the rear wheels are a bit close to F/S wheel treads: file back ½ mm or so for safety.
3. Fold down the locating tabs either side of the front fixing holes. Note how these fit in slots in the front
chassis stretcher. For early Qs, the tank equalising pipe behind the cab steps was circular in section.
Drill out the half-etched holes 3.5mm. (Later Qs have a square pipe made from the etch)
If you are modelling a locomotive as it appears in the 1880s, there are three half-etched holes on the
underside to take the fixing and pipes of Smith’s non-automatic vacuum – these are between
smokebox and RH edge of footplate. Drill the centre hole 2.5mm
and the other two 1.2mm.
4. BUFFER BEAMS: Punch the rivets, checking with photos as they
vary from loco to loco. The general rule seems to be that only the
outer rivets and top inner rivets are needed with sandwich buffer
beams. For plain metal beams, you might consider using all four
etches to double up each beam so the rivets face out on the rear as
well.
SANDWICH BEAMS ONLY: Tin the inner sides of the beams, and
the edges of the ‘thickness’ strips 17. Note that the inner front buffer
beam must have its tags removed. Solder the beams in place which
should result in 2.3mm gaps, then fold and fit the ‘thickness’ pieces
17 with a touch of the iron to form a box. I leave out 17 and in the
late stages of assembly use a piece of shaped hardwood ‘a la Ashford’ so the photo here doesn’t
show the complete ‘box’. If you wish to follow my example, see Appendix A.
After soldering the buffer beams in place, add the drawhook washer plates 37, locating with a thin
stick in the drawhook slot. For locos after c1900, fill the safety-chain holes (7mm either side of the
drawhook slots).
5. Trim the valances (15) to fit, using the half-etched lines. Punch the rivets for the automatic vacuum
cylinder trunnion (not for Smith’s). Locate the valances in the footplate slots the correct way round,
and solder in place. (I tack with higher m.p solder at the tabs, and afterwards run lower m.p solder
along the whole joint). Do not proceed until the footplate is truly flat! (Sight along both sides)
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6. NOTE: the footplate is about ½ mm too long at front and rear to allow for the slots. This extra can
now be removed so that the ends overhang the buffer beams slightly, and are flush with the drawplates. As most models have over-scale overhangs, you may decide not to bother with this.
7. Solder 6 BA nuts into the half-etched hexagon recesses to hold body to chassis: for etched boilers,
only the rear nut, resin boilers both. Trial the footplate over the chassis and adjust the fit if necessary.
THE COAL BUNKER (Parts 18, 19, 20, 21, 24) AND THE REMOVABLE CAB
The idea is that the slanting bunker floor 21 (which
is also the top of the rear water tank) should be
removable along with the cab. It’s intended to be a
close fit and rest on false inner sides. It has side
upstands to support the cab, as in the prototype.
The front of the cab is intended to be fixed to the
footplate with removable bolts, so that the whole
cab and bunker floor can be removed in one piece
for access for painting or fixing items.
NOTE: there is a strong case for fitting the
spectacle (window) rims at this stage and before
bending the cab – that is, if you’re going to solder
them. It’s easy to position them – after tinning – on
sticky tape pinned to a board, and lining the cab up
on the flat. But be careful they don’t come adrift in
later soldering operations. Further details, including
rear spectacle grids on p.29.
8. Drill the bunker rear (19) 1.3mm for handrail knobs where ½-etched on the inside. (NOTE: Not for
early Qs, though some may have had them fitted later.)
9. Take the bunker front (20) and amend the shovelling hole depending on the loco version. For the
early versions, cut away the top half ½-etch. For the later, cut away the bottom half-etch. It’s best to
solder the coal-hole sliding door (24) at this stage. Before fitting, cut off the rails to left or to right,
depending on whether you’re going to have it open or closed. Solder a U of thin (26SWG) brass wire
into the holes to form a handle.
10. Early Q only: The injectors were under the footplate, and water supply cocks were fixed in bearings
attached to the bunker front – see elevations drawing. The little bearings (23) could be bent and fitted
now, as they’re troublesome to get to when the tanks are in position. However, they are then
vulnerable… Your choice! They’re very tiny, and I drilled them 0.3mm, opening out to 0.4mm to fit 28
SWG rods later on. You may prefer to substitute large bearings from scrap, or omit.
11. Choose the long or the short bunker sides 18, and trial fit the bunker box.
12. Solder up the bunker ‘box’, and then – using the ½-etch lines cut the inner side pieces (18) which
support the bunker floor along the etched lines. Check these against the drawing before cutting and
fixing. You may wish to add rectangular front and rear supports cut from scrap etch, but I haven’t
found them necessary.
13. Take the bunker floor 21 and for short bunker locos, cut
the length to the half-etch line and also trim down the side
projections to the rear half-etch lines. All locos: Fold the
projections up and trial the tank-top into the bunker to rest
on the slanting inner pieces. NOTE that when rear
handrails are fitted, the knob spigots are likely to foul the
bunker floor when pulling it out, so you may want to file
clearance slots, which could be disguised by coal. NOTE
too that the upstands should be the same height as the
upstands on the bunker sides. (On my early Q, I filed a
little more off than the lines)
14. Consider whether you want to leave the bunker floor as a
friction fit, or whether you want something stronger. Later on, you can solder your own 8BA nuts in
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the recesses under the bunker and use your own long bolts up through the holes etched in the
footplate, though if you fit a loudspeaker for sound, this can be hit and miss. An alternative would be
to use 8BA bolts (hex-head if available) long enough to project through the footplate.
15. Leave the bunker at this stage and fit the side tanks.
SIDE TANKS
16. Remove tanks 25L&R from the etch. There are ½-etch circles to guide you. Study the drawings and
make sure you understand how the steam reversers and their controls vary between early and late
versions. Also the different sanding and drain cock levers. The top of the RH tank has holes at the
cab end for the castings of the various reverser controls.
17. When folded the tanks have a ½ mm ledge along the top for those who like to solder tanks to boiler
for strength. In reality, the tanks were separate, and to model this, file back the ledge, either now or
after folding. NOTE: Early Q only: leave the ledge inside the cab on the RH side to support the
reverser. If you leave the ½ mm ledge against the boiler, you will need to file a slot for the vertical
reverser leaver behind the RH sandbox. Later Q only: The ½ mm ledge must be removed inside the
cab anyway.
18. Before bending the main tanks, various holes need drilling:
Later Q: The final arrangement of tank top holes is shown in the
diagram. Drill holes marked B 1.6mm diam. for the reverser controls.
Drill hole A 2.2mm for one of the two injector cocks. Also drill a
corresponding hole in the opposite tank/opposite corner of the cab for
the other injector cock.
Drill the two ½ etched holes at the front of the RH tank 2mm (or 2.2 to
allow a bit of adjustment) for the reverser itself.
Early Q: The reverser is mounted on the tank top, half in and half out of
the cab. The controls are on the reverser, simplifying the drilling. Drill
the holes marked B 2mm diameter.
Both versions, but not all Q1s: Drill the half-etched holes for the tanktop sandboxes where used. Drill 3 or 3.5mm to give room to manoeuvre
the sand boxes into the correct position and width apart.
Q/Q1s with tank front reverser. Drill out the tank filler cap holes 3 or 3.5mm to allow caps to sit
closer to the flare and avoid the reverser control rods.
19. Fold the tanks and solder the seams. On the inside top rear of the LH tank, there’s a half-etched
locating slot for the brake handle bracket. File the slot backwards to meet the fold. Check the fit of
tank tabs in slots, and solder tanks in place, taking great care that the footplate remains straight and
level.
CAB
Note that the Q1 cab is longer at the front than the Q’s, which is
why there are separate etches and two roofs. (The unused roof is
a useful source of ¼ mm. brass sheet) There are also two
different cab fronts for the Q and for the Q1.
20. Solder the cross-piece 27 across the bunker upstands with
the slots to the rear. Before doing so, you may wish to drill a
couple of wash-out holes in it. It forms the floor of the toolbox,
and when fitting this, flux will be trapped inside.
21. Fold the cab rear 28Q or 28Q1, and solder to the slots in
cross-piece 27. It should now look like the photo:
22. Fold the toolbox 33 in half lengthwise (8+8mm) and have
coal-flap 34 ready. When the tool box is fitted the cross-piece
27 should protrude about ¾ mm to form a ledge for the coalflap hinges. There are two ways to proceed to reach the
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second cab photo, but read the note first.
NOTE: The coal flap can be seen raised in one or two early photos.
It would make a nice cab scene to have the fireman desperately
scraping the last lumps of coal towards the coal hole in order to get
the loco to the next coaling stage.
23. Either solder the toolbox in position with minimum solder, and then
tin the coal-flap hinges, and fix with a touch of the iron on each
hinge or – as it’s easy to get too much solder everywhere – solder
the coal flap first and glue the folded toolbox.
24. Take the appropriate cab front 28F and drill out half-etched holes
1.2mm as in the diagrams – L for late Q, E for
early Q. Early Q only: drill out hole F for early
Qs 0.55mm diameter and 6.5mm above the
bottom edge. (This replaces the lower ½
etched hole which is redundant.) Later Q and
Q1 only: drill the hole G and the hole next to it
0.7mm diam. The exact position is not crucial
as this and the hole next it are for the control rods to the reverser.
25. Then solder 10BA nuts at the bottom rear of each ‘leg’ (i.e.
projecting into the cab) to match the holes in the footplate, x or y,
depending on the boiler length.
26. Cut down 10mm countersunk bolts to about 4mm and secure the
cab front. Solder the cab front to the sides (but not to the tanks).
The photo shows my method: a thin wire is tied round the cab and
the front is held into the side rebates by a wedge - the pencil. If you
look closely you’ll see that the LH cab side tab has lifted out of its
slot. I only discovered this after soldering, and had to put it right…
You, of course, will check this first.
27. Check the ‘sit’ of the cab, so that the roof will be level. The top of
the sides should be 52 ¼ mm above the footplate and parallel to it.
28. Add the cab upper doorway beading 29. First bevel the outer edge, then solder, noting that the Ushaped beads are handed, left and right. Then bevel the inner edge.
29. Early Q only: solder a couple of centimetres of 0.5mm rod into the hole F in the cab front. This is the
reverser steam cock control rod. Cut down the front projection to 2mm, and the rear projection to
about 5mm.

Section 12: The Boiler
READ THESE NOTES BEFORE PROCEEDING:
•

Note that the standard Stirling boiler and the Wainwright H boiler used in the Q1s both have the
same cladding diameter (i.e. for a modeller they’re the same). Don’t believe the know-alls who
say they are different! The Wainwright rebuilds performed better mainly because of increased
steam pressure and larger firebox rather than boiler capacity.

•

For Stirling originals, the curved top of the smokebox should be 1/4 of a millimetre (or
thereabouts) below the smokebox front – Stirling's actual wingplate stands proud of the
smokebox by about 3/8" all the way round.

•

The boiler bands vary on different locos, so first check against drawings and photos. Two etched
boiler bands (BB) are available for adding later – one of these is for the extra firebox band on Qs.

•

If you choose the etched boiler, the smokebox front is to be soldered to it. If you choose the resin
boiler, this is a push fit behind the smokebox front.
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•

Both etched and resin boilers are designed to be removable for painting, being held by bolts up
through the footplate.

•

If you’re building the standard Qs (with lower boilers) I’d recommend using the SER-Kit standard
resin casting. This casting can also be used for the high-boiler Q, and also Q1s but with the
following reservations:
 It will need packing by 3mm and filing away at the rear.
 If a Wainwright dome is centred on the appropriate boiler band it will be about 1/2mm too far
forward against the scale drawing.

•

The etched boiler will make the early Q and Q1s. For the later Q it’s about 1.5mm too short. If
you’re wedded to a metal boiler and want to make this version of the Q you will need to do some
cheating. I suggest leaving the outer smokebox wrap full length, and not cut back as suggested
below; also consider cheating the cab forward a little, by reducing the length of the tabs at the
bunker sides and those projecting from the front of the cab. Any remaining gap can be hidden by
the boiler band added against the cab.

A photo of the finished boiler is on the next page (but I haven’t drilled various holes which I recommend
doing before rolling and soldering.)
30. Boiler (59): pencil a centre-line from front to rear. Mark and drill for safety valve (and dome) castings,
noting that the Wainwright dome does not sit where the Stirling safety-valve sits! (Incidentally, note
too that the Wainwright and Stirling safety valves are distinctively different.) For Qs, also drill for other
fittings such as whistle and ejector take-off valve. (For more details of these, see instructions for resin
boiler. For Q1s, some of the centre boiler band will prevent the dome sitting neatly. This can be
removed, either by burring or perhaps most easily by drilling holes right through, after forming the
boiler.
31. Mark handrail lines parallel to the boiler centre line and (for Q) 20 mm either side from it, (or, for Q1)
21.5mm. For Qs this will give a handrail level with the tank flare. But check photos carefully (allowing
for camera position) as some handrails were a bit lower. Take the two horizontal measurements from
the scale drawing. Drill 1.3mm. for a tight fit.
32. Similarly mark the outer smokebox overlay 63, with the handrail holes (Q) 21.5 mm away from the
centre line, or 23.5mm (for the Q1). When determining the horizontal position, note that the RH
handrail knob is nearer the smokebox door when Smiths’ non-auto vac. ejector is fitted. Drill the
overlay before rolling, and use the holes to drill through the whole smokebox after assembly.
33. Anneal the boiler before rolling. (Heat almost to red heat and allow to cool slowly). Check the length
against your measurement and cut off excess length at the rear with repeated strokes of a craft knife.
Roll now.
34. General method: the half-etch strip 60 is intended to go inside the boiler along the butt join. The
circular formers 61 have slots to accommodate 60. I
recommend mounting the formers on threaded rod. After
the whole boiler is soldered up, the rod can be removed
and the nuts retrieved through holes in the formers. These
holes also allow the boiler to be filled with weight if
required. It doesn’t really matter exactly where the formers
are fixed, but the front one should be behind the chimney
hole.
35. Solder the joining strip 60 to one side of the seam.
Assemble the boiler around the formers, using wire to
tighten it in place, as in the photo. Note that the boiler band
has foldout ends which would be bolted together in the
proto-type. Clip the seam from the ends, and finalise the
soldering. The boiler should be slightly over 32mm. outside diameter.
36. Next roll and sweat the shorter smokebox overlay 62 to the boiler, centring on the chimney hole.
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37. Then take the longer overlay 63 and Q only trim along the ½-etch line (the Stirling smokebox is
shorter than Wainwright’s). Bevel one long edge. Then partially roll, (for the Q1 remember to keep
the ½-etch trim line inside!) and reverse roll for the flare forming the smokebox saddle. The overlay
can be sweated to the inner overlay but I suggest only joining the top half until you’ve checked the
flare against the smokebox plate. For the Q you will
need to lessen the flare by a little over 4mm on each
side since the boiler sits lower. This is probably best
done after the next stage.
38. Carefully solder the smokebox plate to the boiler.
NOTE that it has a slightly larger diameter than the
smokebox, and stands proud all the way round as on
the prototype. It is also etched slightly over scale, so if
there are slight discrepancies (your boiler isn’t quite as
circular as it should be?) you can file the projection
down a little until it matches. (People can’t judge if
something is truly circular from a side view but they do
notice if a projection varies in width!)
39. Take the smokebox saddle (x) and for the Q cut the
curved side down to the ½-etched line. Using the
highest melting-point of your solders, solder a 6BA nut
into the centre recess and two 10 BA nuts into the side recesses. The first is to hold body to chassis,
the second two to hold boiler to footplate.
40. If you are building the Q1 with sandboxes below the footplate, it’s best not to finalise the boiler until
you’ve read instructions on p.26 since the saddle has to fit between the frames where they project
above the footplate. When you’re ready, solder the saddle to smokebox plate and boiler, then
finalise the curves of the flares and solder.
41. The firebox support 63 has half-etched lines for cutting down for Qs but not for high-boiler versions
and not for the Q1. Solder in place at the firebox end of the boiler – inside the curve. 10BA nuts are
soldered facing towards the smokebox on the ‘legs’ to match holes z on the footplate etch.
42. Trial the boiler on the footplate and check front wheel tread clearance against smokebox saddle.
RESIN BOILER
43. The boiler is a multi-purpose casting to suit all of Stirling's locomotives, except the B, and will need a
degree of straightforward modification. The smokebox saddle and firebox need packing up with
styrene or Milliput by 3mm for the Q1, and cutting down as explained below for the Qs. The length of
the firebox may also need to be reduced.
NOTE that none of the places where you have to work the boiler are visible in the final model, so a
high level of craftsmanship is not necessary!
NOTE: Resin is a brittle substance but the boiler is thick enough to withstand cutting and drilling.
However, take care and don't force the tools or you may snap thin parts of the casting. In the later
stages of preparation, take care with the exposed ends of the firebox. If something does snap, the
casting can be glued with Superglue. If there’s still a cross bar in the smokebox, this breaks off easily
– it’s part of the casting process and not needed for the model, though it can be useful for locating the
smokebox door casting.
44. First, clean up the boiler casting: remove flash (casting projections) with fine glass-paper and a fine
flat file. Use very fine glass-paper or glass fibre pen to take the shine off the resin so that paint will
adhere well later. There are often some unavoidable bubble-holes at the join between smoke-box
and boiler, and these should be filled with epoxy glue or Milliput for filing flush later.
45. Measure how much you need to lower the boiler – it’s about 2mm, so scribe a line around the saddle
and firebox. For Q1s and high-boiler locos jump to Instruction 50.
46. Bevel the edges of the casting almost to the scribed cutting line, then file off the resulting ‘dome’ until
it’s reasonably flat. It’s better to leave the casting slightly too high and repeat the process if
necessary. Hold the boiler upright, and rub it backwards and forwards a couple of times across a
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sheet of coarse glasspaper glued or pinned to an offcut of MDF. Check the boiler on a sheet of glass
or contiboard and work off any corners that prevent the boiler sitting true.
47. Then measure heights against the drawing and continue sanding as necessary: for the unrebuilt Q,
the top of the smokebox should be just over 37mm, and the boiler + boiler band at the firebox end just
over 35.5.
48. File the firebox back to your measured distance between cab and smokebox front, and trial on the
model. You may also need to lengthen the clearance hole for the locating nut under the smokebox
saddle. Check the smokebox fit, and if necessary, keep sanding the saddle down. If necessary, burr
away a little of the smokebox saddle to ensure clearance for F/S wheels.
49. Check that the boiler top is horizontal when the boiler is on a horizontal surface. You may need to
sand with more pressure on the saddle or firebox until the boiler is truly horizontal, but remove very
little at this stage. The boiler top, without boiler band should be 2mm lower than the smokebox top.
50. At this stage, the boiler should be a neat fit on the footplate, and should sit flush all round without
twisting the footplate which should be sat on glass or flat MDF.
DESIGN CHOICE: There are a couple of ways of fitting the boiler to the brass etch. The easiest is
to glue it into place with a 2-part resin glue – but leave this to a late stage. However, a removable
boiler is helpful for painting and especially lining. In this case, one method is to drill and tap holes
into the firebox sides and smokebox saddle. Appropriate holes are etched into the footplate to take
10BA countersunk bolts, but those for the firebox may need to be slightly bevelled so that the bolthead sits flush without fouling the chassis. Alternatively, if you don't have a 10BA tap, glue sawn off
bolts into holes drilled into the boiler casting and fix with nuts. Holes in the front chassis spacer give
clearance for the smokebox nuts, but clearance slots must be filed in the frames for the firebox nuts.
51. Assuming a bolted boiler: trial the boiler in position, and mark through the etched bolt-holes, two in
the smokebox saddle, and two in firebox edges (see upper photo). Drill 1.4mm and tap 10BA. If you
don’t have a tap, drill for clearance and glue cut-down bolts in the holes. This will mean filing
clearance slots in the chassis to clear the nuts.
52. Mark out the motor hole, allowing clearance around the 10 BA fixing holes (if you're using this
method). If you plan to glue the boiler in place, a simple rectangular hole is sufficient.
53. Cut out by drilling a series of holes with a bit size around 2 or
2.5mm. (The photo shows an O class boiler; the 10BA holes will be
closer to the cab on the Q/Q1.) Any raggedness will of course not
be visible in the finished model. It's safest to drill corner holes first,
and then drill the holes between them. Unlike the photo, it's best to
support the boiler gently in the drill vice or in a trough made of three
strips of wood.
54. Fit the loco body to the chassis with motor and gears in place and
then trial the fit of the boiler, working the casting away until it fits
with reasonable clearance all round. To clear the flywheel and
make it easy to slide the body down and forward I removed more of
the firebox as highlighted with ovals in the lower photo so that it
looked rather like the etched version. Note though that the rear
‘legs’ are relatively fragile, and it would be sensible to
glue a temporary spacer between them.
55. Put the boiler aside at this stage and go back to
assembling the etch.
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Section 13: Completing the Loco Body
The photo shows where you should have reached
by the end of this section.
You’re probably wondering why there are enough
splashers, parts 30, for an 0-10-0. Those that are
marked ‘overscale’ are ½ mm. higher (10.9mm)
than the scale splashers (10.4mm). This extra ½
mm just gives that little extra to avoid short-circuits
with fine-scale wheels. The difference in size is
barely noticeable. Then there are extra splashers
to suit those Q1 rebuilds with integral sandboxes.
They differ from the similar Q axleboxes by being
1mm longer – 45mm against 46mm. Finally there
are arc sandboxes for Q1s with sandboxes below
the footplate.
1. Choose the appropriate smokebox front (wingplate) 25Q or 25Q1. Remove parts shaded in
diagram. Note the little S-shaped (ogee)
foldouts to support the curved cylinder head
cover plate. Fold them out except for Q1 with
free-standing arc splashers. For these, cut
the side wings on the rear dotted line and keep the little ogee plates
safely to solder into the frames later.
2. Check the correct slots in the footplate for the smokebox front: front
slots for most locos; rear slots for early Qs – but see the drawing also.
Fit the smokebox front, making sure it’s vertical. (The photo was taken
later on, so you won’t have fitted splashers yet).
3. Solder the appropriate splashers into the footplate slots. Adjust the
height of the chassis so that the top is 30mm above track top, and sit
the body on the chassis. Check wheel clearance and
trim away soldering tags. Bolt the footplate to the
underframe, run the loco and check that the front
wheels don't touch the wheel-box sides on your
sharpest curves.
4. The ½-etch splasher tops 31 are intended to fit into a
narrow ½ etch rebate along the top of the splasher
sides and into the footplate for soldering underneath.
Note that the tops are wider than scale to hide the
narrow wheels and frame of FS. Cut them thinner for
S7. For Qs, shorten the front by 1mm. Curve them between finger and thumb or rolling bars and
solder in place. For Q1s with sandboxes below the footplate, curve and trial before trimming.
5. Offer the boiler, and trim the tops until the boiler fits easily between them. For Finescale and low
boilers, it can fit snugly as in the left-hand photo. For high-boilers including the Q1, the fit requires
less adjustment (see middle photo:). Alternatively you can taper it to meet the footplate so that it’s a
half-way compromise. (I did this after assembly, using a mini sanding disc – wearing a face-mask.)
From normal viewing positions the taper is not obvious. The photos show alternatives:
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6. Mark for the sandbox filler caps, 3mm from outside edge, and 3.5mm behind wingplate. Drill to suit
casting, 2.6 mm for round (later Qs) and 1.6mm for oval caps (early Qs).
7. Stirling’s locos have a distinctive S-shaped (ogee) curved plate in front of the smokebox. This is the
hinged cover for access to the cylinder heads. The ogee cover 36 is etched in two versions to cover
locomotive variations. The type with the hinges at the bottom front seems to be appropriate for the
last batch of Q/Q1s only. But check against photos.
8. The cover fits between the frames as they project above the footplate, and in the model rests on the
fold-outs from the smokebox wing plate. The frame projections are etched as side pieces 35 which
are visible beside the smokebox saddle in Q1s with sandboxes below the footplate (as in the above
photo at Instruction 64).
For Q1s with sandboxes below the footplate use all of etch 35 and solder into the grooves either
side of the smokebox saddle. They then help locate the boiler at the front. The smaller ogees cut off
earlier from smokebox plate can be soldered inside to support the curved cover plate.
For Qs and Q1s with integral sandboxes, drill 0.6mm through the half-etched holes for the sanding
gear then cut off along the ½ etched line. Solder the ogees in the grooves in the smokebox plate and
footplate against the existing inner ones.
9. Before curving the cover, anneal it. (The hinges half-way up make curving the cover a little tricky, so I
first caught the cover in the vice along the centre line of the hinges and bent them about 10 degrees.)
Reverse curve the cover to be a snug fit on the ogees. If you over-roll around 3/16” rod (e.g. an axle)
you can gently squeeze the cover in the vice to achieve the correct profile. For Q1s trim the top edge
to fit into the ½-etched groove. For later Qs, you may need to trim back the bottom edge. Solder or
glue the cover in place
10. Lill pins can be soldered into the drilled holes in the cover and into corresponding etched holes in the
footplate to represent the little knobs.
11. If you are fitting Smith’s vacuum with its two stand-pipes either side of the drawhook, you need to drill
1.6mm through the cylinder-head cover from below, guided by the etched holes in the footplate.
TANK AND BUNKER FLARES.
Take your time over these very noticeable features. Work slowly and get them right!
12. Note that the flare beading extends as half-etched projections. These are to be
rolled around around 1mm rod to form a loop for the vertical grab-rail castings. As
the extensions are quite fragile, I prefer to roll them after annealing but before
bending and soldering. The rod centre should be 1.75mm from tank edge.
13. The secret to easy bending is to anneal the flares. Heat them with a blowtorch almost to red heat and allow to cool slowly. Cover the grabrail strips as
these could oxidise and shrivel away.
14. Hold the flare in the vice with a length of
6mm (¼") rod (as in the photo) working
backwards and forwards a little bit at a time.
Do not attempt to bend right over in one go
or there'll be a lot of distortion, and you need
the bottom edge to remain straight.
15. Sight along the bottom edge and see that it’s
straight. This is vital before proceeding.
16. With all five flares ready, tin the lower, inside
edge. You can tin the tops of tanks and
bunker but you’ll probably lose the half-etch
dotted guideliness, so solder paint is
preferable. Working on one side at a time,
tack the flares with the iron at a couple of
places so that they cover the guide dots.
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Sight down the loco side to check that the lower edges of bunker and tank flares are straight and
exactly aligned. Measure between footplate and the bottoms of the flares to be sure that they are
parallel. (Don’t worry too much about the top of the flares, so long as they’re roughly right.) When you
are satisfied, run solder along the length in stages, so as not to disturb the tacking.
17. If you make a mistake, GO BACK! Remove the offending flare, clean all the solder off (and off the
tank) re-anneal, and recurve as necessary.
18. Complete the four side flares and then add the rear flare, matching the bottom edges.
19. Sight along the flares and adjust them with fingers, thumb and pliers, checking the tops are level and
at the same distance above the footplate all round. If there are gaps where bunker side flares meet
the end flare, you need to adjust the curve. Finally, fill the corner joins with solder. If your bending
attempts have created bumps or pits, fill and file so that they don’t show when painted.
THE CAB FLOOR
20. This is half-etched to represent wooden planking and should be painted before final fit. Drill the halfetched holes underneath 0.7mm for the Early Q only. Bend the edges down and check that it fits
easily in place between bunker and tanks. I suggest delaying the final fixing until the late stages of
assembly, but before all the cab fittings.

Section 14: Completing the Boiler
1. Place the boiler in position and mark the top centre line from smokebox to cab. Do all the drilling first
so as not to damage individual components.
2. You will find two sets of pipped holes for handrail knobs. For the Qs, use the lower set, but check
them against the scale drawing. For Q1s, drill 1.5mm lower than the pips. The pips on the
smokebox are intentionally slightly higher to account for the shorter knobs. Drill 1.3mm for a tight fit
(pointing the drill towards the boiler centre). (Note the odd position for the right-hand smokebox knob
if Smith’s non-automatic ejector is used.) The handrail knobs are intended for the standard 0.7mm
rod supplied. However 0.9mm is more accurate, and with care the knobs can be drilled out to this size
- before fitting! While you’re on handrails, curve the front hand-rail from 22 SWG N/S wire, thread on
short knobs and glue or solder to the smokebox front. When set, file flush so as not obstruct the boiler
casting.
3. For the following, you may find it helpful to look at the later photo identifying boiler fittings. With
reference to the plan, pencil the positions for the chimney, safety-valve, ejector take-off valve (the
round valve with lever-handle and the whistle. (NOTE: Omit the outside ejector and injector take-off
valves for Q1s - they’re inside the cab - and also for Qs with Smith’s non-auto vacuum)
4.

Remove the boiler and drill 1.3mm pilot-holes for all of these. Carefully open out to 6 mm for the
chimney, 5 mm for the safety valve, and 1.8 mm for the ejector valve.

5. Mark the positions for the injector take-off valves on either side of the firebox directly below the
whistle, so that the small glands line up with the holes in the cab front for the handwheel spindles.
Drill 1.8mm.
6. Referring to the loco drawing, mark the
position for the clack valves (water inlets to
boiler above the splashers), and drill 1.8mm,
parallel to the footplate, NOT radially to the
boiler centre.
7. Identify the fittings from the photo. The clack
valves and the take-off valves need drilling
1mm diameter, 1mm deep to accept copper
wire for pipes. Note that the injector take off
valves each have two unions (nuts) and the
smaller ones need drilling 0.6mm diameter,
1mm deep to accept 26 SWG wire spindles
for handwheels inside the cab. (The photo
wrongly states 0.5mm)
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8. After cleaning up the chimney, trial it on the smokebox with the boiler in place on the loco. Check
with a set square that it's vertical. If not, open out the fixing hole one side or the other. When
satisfied glue in place. (You can juggle on your own 0 BA nut, if you wish).
9. Clean up the safety-valve. Note that there a top lever on the etch (42) if you prefer to substitute it.
Cut about 2mm from the centre of the flat rod between the valve pillars and work the short brass
spring into place. Superglue. Trial and fix on the boiler as for the chimney. (TIP: sight along all the
fittings from cab-centre to chimney)
10. (Refer back to the photo of boiler fittings for the following: clean up the clack-valve castings, then
mark and drill underneath 1.1mm to accept copper wire for the pipework. For the first couple of
decades, the locos seem to have had handwheels to isolate the valves, but in SE&CR days they were
discontinued. So for the later period, remove the cast spigots. If fitting handwheels, it’s probably best
to replace the cast spigot and drill out 0.55mm where the spigot was. Make up handwheels
(Appendix C) using a couple from the etch. Glue the clack valves into place. Bend ~25mm pieces of
0,9mm copper wire into an ogee (or open S) and glue them into the holes under the valves, so that
they curve out of sight behind frames. I add the handwheels after painting.
11. For locos with the visible ejector take-off valve, glue it in place on the boiler centre-line and trial a
piece of 1mm copper wire curving down and into the cab to meet the ejector.
12. Trial the injector take-off valves in place, and temporarily thread 26 SWG wire through the cab-holes
and into the glands to check that everything lines up. When satisfied, glue in place
13. You can glue the whistle in place at this stage, but it’s rather vulnerable, so I fix it after painting. It can
be made stronger by replacing the cast vertical pipe with 0.5mm rod.
14. Running will be improved if you fill the front of the boiler with e.g rolled lead sheet.
15. Glue the boiler strap – etch part BS – to the boiler, against the cab front, but not glued to it.
16. SMITH’S NON-AUTOMATIC EJECTOR:
17. It’s best to trial fit, but not glue at this stage, other wise painting and lining the
splasher is impossible. The casting will fit into the 3 holes drilled earlier in the
footplate by the smokebox. The vertical pipes are intended to curve into the
smokebox, and should be bevelled accordingly. On the original locos, a rectangular
‘patch’ can be seen around the holes. This can be made from a small piece of shim
or styrene.
18. Next, drill a 1.6mm hole below and behind the chimney as in the drawing to take the
release valve. A thin rod runs back to the cab, so shorten the cast lever by a
millimetre or so, and drill 0.55mm. Make the control rod from 0.5mm straight wire
and fit after painting and lining. The ‘pipe’ from the casting should be curved at the
bottom into the ejector casting, which can be drilled 1.2mm. A little cast ‘nut’ should
be pushed on before gluing.

Section 15: Adding etched detail to the Loco
SPECTACLE RIMS 53:
1. These are in various places, tucked into boiler formers 61 and cab sides. Two smaller sorts are
included - with or without hinges, because later Qs and Q1s seem to have the front spectacles hinged
to let air into the cab. The front spectacles on condensing Qs and some later Q1s are considerably
larger, and four of these are also included. Check with photos! If you are modelling a Q or Q1 with a
bunker extension, the rear spectacle glasses are protected by a grid – see Instruction 82.
2. The kit is designed for fixing rims on the outside before painting, and then trapping the glazing by
gluing the remaining rims inside. If you haven’t soldered the rims earlier, you may find it easier to glue
them.
3. Tin the rims, clip them and carefully prod them into place, checking the centring from inside the cab.
A touch of flux, to aid heat-flow, and then place the soldering iron near the rim without disturbing the
position. It’s tricky to get right, and it might be worth turning a hard-wood or aluminium dowel with two
shoulders, one to fit the hole in the cab side (diameter 7.8mm) and the other to support the rim
(diameter 7mm)
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4. SPECTACLE GRID: Two suitable rims are provided, but to allow for drilling, they are slightly overscale and can be filed thinner after making the grid. Drill out the half-etched holes 0.4mm.
5. Cut a piece of card to the shape shown. The circle should be of a diameter
(6.5mm) to fit exactly inside the grid holes. Place the card on the rim, and wind
28SWG copper wire through the holes and over the card (a bit
like sewing on a button!) to form the grid. Adjust the wires at the
front, so that none are sticking up too high. The photos show my
first effort with brass wire. Copper is easier. The back is a mess,
but it’s all going to be filed away after soldering.
6. Solder at the rear, then cut the card into thin pieces to extract.
File away all the excess bits of wire.You can solder the grids on
now, but I’d suggest gluing them on in the late stages of
assembly so you don’t crush the grid along the way…
7. Roll the appropriate roof 54Q or Q1, and solder the central strengthener 53 into the half etched slot. I
suggest soldering the roof in place later on.

8. Later Qs and Q1: Make up the bunker extension by folding and
soldering the main part 50, and the beading 51. Solder into the
bunker flares. The photo shows the beaded extension along with the
rear spectacle and grid. (The boiler was removed to let light behind
the grid.) One or two locos had an extra beading half-way up the
extension, which can be made from some of the thin scrap etch
pieces.
9. Trial the 'wooden' floor 42 inside the cab and trim if necessary. I
prefer to fix it later, but at this stage add the handwheels and brackets
for the water supply cocks. Make up handwheels (See Appendix C),
fold and thread brackets 43 onto the wire spindles, and solder to the
correct distance below the handwheels. Solder each handwheel
spindle into the holes etched at the rear of the floor.

BRAKE HANDLE BRACKET 57
10. Most of the initial operations are best done before cutting the parts 57 off
the number tag. The right-hand of the photo shows what you’re aiming
for, but leave the casting out for the time being. Fold the main bracket A
on the front and rear folds. It will wrap around the cab end of the LH tank
so that the hole for the cast handle and spindle is vertically above the
hole in the floor.
11. Tin the parts. Remove the thickening piece B and the two washers C and
assemble on the end of a cocktail stick so that they look like the photo.
Apply the iron to sweat them all together. Tin the rear of the bracket with
low-melt solder.
12. On the rear of the LH tank, there’s a half-etched positioning slot for the bracket. If
you haven’t done it previously, file back so that it meets the fold. Tin the slot and
add the bracket as in the photo. I suggest fitting the brake handle and spindle after
painting.
UNDERNEATH THE FOOTPLATE
STEPS (40/41):
NOTE 1: From around World War 1, many Q/Q1s seem to have had narrow ‘sides’ to the steps (a
flattened square U profile). There wasn’t room to include fold up versions on the etch, and the superaccurate modeller will need to solder on 1mm (or less) strips
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NOTE 2: One etched front step-hanger has a ½-etch hole in the top fold – this is to clear the reverser
piston if you fit one descending from the footplate (not recommended).
13. Fold step-hangers and add treads before soldering into the half-etched recesses under the footplate.
TANK EQUALISING PIPES behind the cab steps
14. Square section pipes (67) for later locos should be folded up and soldered into the footplate slots. For
early Qs, the round section pipe castings can be glued in place now into the holes drilled earlier.
FRONT SANDING LEVERS 39(not to be confused with the cab lever castings):
In versions with the sandboxes
incorporated in the front
splashers, there are small but
visible cranks in front of the
smokebox plate to work the
sandboxes. (See also Loco
drawing). A long flat link runs
between smokebox and firebox
behind the left splasher.
15. Solder the etched cranks onto 0.5mm wire as in the photo:
16. The wires can be threaded into the holes in the sides of the cylinder head
cover. It’s not easy to solder them, and I filled under the cover with epoxy glue
to hold them in place.
17. In the photo, you can just abouts see angle iron between smokebox plate and footplate. Score two
lines in scrap half-etch or shim, 1mm and 2mm from the edge. Continue scoring the second line until
the strip comes away. Fold on the first score (now the the centre line), cut to length, and solder
between footplate and smokebox front.
LAMP IRONS
18. There are 8 lamp-irons 46. I recommend joggling, folding and tinning them while still in the etch-box –
this makes it easier to get the joggle in the same place on all of them. The separate long
lamp-iron should have the bottom curled up and be fixed centrally above the smokebox
door. The curl is to hang the 24" x 18" oval board when the loco is hauling a 'Special'
(etched inside the smoke-box plate along with square headcode boards - unnumbered).
Three lamp-irons should be fitted into the half-etched slots on the bunker rear, and one centrally on
top of the rear flare, soldered inside.
Two lamp-irons are folded, joggled, and soldered into the outer half-etched slots above the front
buffer beam. The centre lamp-iron is intended not to be folded and instead soldered into the central
slot. (I found this had been blocked by solder from the centre tag of the buffer beam and I had to find
it and clear it.)
In SR days, there were right-angled lamp irons half-way up the smokebox front. These can be shaped
from scrap etch box corners.

Section 16: Detailing the Loco (castings)
SMOKEBOX DOOR
19. Clean up the casting, and gently file a bevel on the edges until it's a snug fit into the smokebox hole.
Drill out the central hole 0.9mm. Glue in place and add the handles (darts). It can help to put a lump
of plasticine in the front of the boiler to ensure the casting stays in place while the glue sets.
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20. The photo shows many of the
smaller castings placed on a rough
sketch for identification purposes.
The reverser parts are for the later
Q and all Q1s.

21. REVERSING GEAR: LATER Q
and Q1s
21. The photo shows what you’re aiming for. Careful drilling is needed
and you may wish to omit some of the control rods and pipework.
22. Trial the reverser casting in the holes drilled earlier at the front of the
RH tank. Note that the lever sticking out at the top (to take the
reversing control rod back to the cab is bent over in some versions
(as in the photo), and in some is left straight up but shortened. The
bending over is possible – done with care, of course – as the lowmetal alloy is pliable. Even bent over, I found on the Q it needed a
little shortening so as not to foul the handrail knob. On the Q1, the
handrail is higher, of course.
23. DRILLING – see lower photo opposite. The lever on the lower
(steam) cylinder is intended to be connected by a rod to the lever on
the Reverser Steam Take-off casting. The control rod for the latter
rotates (on the prototype) and is pivoted in the casting. This is the
trickiest bit of drilling, and I suggest cutting off the lever on the Steam
Take-off casting and drilling it separately (the holes (against the
double arrow) are best 3mm apart. Later on, the lever can be glued to
the 0.5mm control rod and connected to the steam valve. To hold the rod, drill
0.55mm into the thicker part of the Take-off casting.
24. The copper pipe connecting the Reverser Steam Take-off to the valve on the top
cylinder is not yet fitted in the upper photo. It’s quite distinctive and curved in a
variety of ways on different locos, so check with photos. Use 24 SWG, 0.55mm
copper.
25. The levers on the main reverser casting are slightly overscale to allow for drilling
and could be thinned down afterwards.
26. PAINTING CONCERNS: Think carefully about whether to glue the reverser castings in place at this
point. The reverser was usually lined (and tank fronts too in SECR days 1899-c1914) and this is
much easier if it’s done separately, gluing the reverser in place afterwards. If you leave the boiler
removable for painting, you could fit the Reverser Steam Take-off now, but leave off the control rods
and pipework.
27. The control rods (0.5mm wire rod) run back along the tank top, behind the sandboxes and into the
holes in the cab front. Once fitted, these may make it difficult to remove the cab for painting. I added
mine after painting.
LATER Q & Q1 REVERSING GEAR: CAB CONTROLS
28. Fit the two controls for the later reverser – the quadrant lever and steam cock –
into the tank-top holes drilled earlier. The photo shows the control rods, and if you
want to fit these, drill into the castings 0.55 for them. The quadrant lever rod is
bent and 90º to fit into the casting, and joggled down to the same level as the
steam cock rod. If you’re going to make the cab removable, cut rods to end just
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behind the cab front. Alternatively, thread the long
control rods from the steam reverser into the cab in
the last stages of assembly.
29. Those who know Stirling’s reverser well will wonder
where is the little quadrant dial and indicator to
show Forward/Reverse/amount of cutoff. This is
normally worked off the weigh shaft crank with narrow rods and bell cranks. I can find no evidence
that any of this existed on the Q and R tank locos (and their rebuilds). I
presume it was mainly useful for coal economy on the long runs associated
with the F and B (and later Wainwright) classes.
REVERSING GEAR: EARLY Q
1. Drill 1mm. diameter into dummy gland on the piston end of the casting, and
also into the control valve for the steam pipe. Glue the casting into the
holes drilled earlier on top of the RH tank.
2. From the left-over reverser etch, take the “Piston Rod Connector” (a small ½ etched 3-hole link with a
1mm hole in the middle). Solder 0.9mm rod into this middle hole and fold the link into a square U.
3. Fold the “Top of Reverser Lever” at 90º and solder under the RH tank where the sandbox will fit, to
represent the top of the reversing lever fixed to the chassis previously.
30. Join the “Top of Reverser Lever” to the “Piston Rod
Connector” with the “Link to Piston Rod” using pins,
threading the piston rod into the end of the reverser, so
that it all looks like the photo (or will do, when you’ve
added sandboxes and filler caps.
INJECTORS – LATER Qs and Q1s
For Early Qs go to 35 and in any case refer to the scale drawings.
31. There are two injectors, one each side of the boiler, and each is cast in two
parts as shown in the photo. The injector cocks are glued into the holes in the
front corners of the cab so that the handle would work backwards and forwards
if it were real.
32. Drill for the pipes to and from the injector itself 1.1mm diam. and cut off the
lower part of the casting so that it looks like the photo.
33. The injectors are glued to the front of the cab, and the long ‘wires’ are
bent as shown and trimmed to form the water feed. When the cab is slid
down into position, the water feed should rest on top of the water cock.
34. This photo shows how the corner of the cab should look: Copper pipes to
and from injectors: 0.9mm.
INJECTORS – EARLY Q
35. The injectors themselves are below the footplate, but there are three
cocks related to each. Two either side of the backhead, and two either
side of the bunker coal-door. The first four are handwheels on 0.5mm rod,
and the bunker pair can be either handwheels or the rod bent at 90deg. to make handles. See scale
elevations.
36. The bearings 23 are for the bunker cocks and these can be soldered in place now, and 52 for either
side of the backhead. Fold these, and put aside until you start the backhead detailing.
For those who like to know how things work: steam comes from the take-off cock at the side of the
whistle, and squirts through a narrow downward-pointing jet in the injector. The speed of the jet draws
water up through the cock and down through the injector. The velocity turns into pressure and the water
rushes out along the lower pipe which runs along the top of the tank. When the water reaches the clack
valve its pressure is such that it forces its way into the boiler.
TANK-TOP SANDBOXES (Qs and a few Q1s)
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37. There are longer castings for Ashford and Sharp Stewart batches, and a shorter one for Neilson
batches. Both versions must have one of the little projecting spigots on top removed, so that when
fitted, the spigot is nearer the front of the sandbox. (See above photo of early reverser) When fitted,
the front side of the sandbox should be 39mm behind the front of the tank. The long version has two
rods underneath for locating in the tank top holes: one must be cut off to achieve the correct fitting.
38. Drill the indentation 1.8mm to take the (larger) round filler caps, and drill into the little top spigots
0.55mm to take short 0.5mm wire rod as spindles for the operating linkage.
39. Before gluing in place, have the etched cross linkage 40 ready. Before the glue sets, temporarily add
cross linkage to ensure the sandboxes are the correct distance apart. After painting, add the flat
operating rod back through the tiny rectangular hole under the LH spectacle and bend up the
fireman’s end at right angles. Then add the cross linkage. See photos of cab fittings below.
BUFFERS
4. Glue or solder the buffer stocks/guides in place on the buffer beam. Check that the buffers slide
freely and fix the nuts with a dab of paint or Loctite. The holes in the buffer beams (7mm either side of
the drawhook) are for safety chain eyes. Use either the castings supplied, or cut 4 x 3mm squares of
scrap brass (for the square washer plates), drill out 0.6mm and solder over the etched holes. Form 4
'eyes' from 24 SWG wire and solder two of them into the holes.
5. Vacuum Pipes. Automatic version from ca.1890. The bottom of the pipe can be gently bent into a
tight U so that it can be glued or soldered to the buffer beam/drag beam. Smith’s Vacuum: trial the
front castings in the holes drilled earlier. Bend the castings into the characteristic 3D curves. The
collar on one can be carefully drilled, and the other cut short and slightly bevelled to fit into the collar.
The rear castings have stanchions to fit outside the drag beam and are to be fitted in the same way
as Auto Vac pipes.

Section 12: cab fittings

Early Q cab fittings: above
Later Q cab fittings: overleaf
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It's probably easier to paint the cab interior (green with Cudworth green livery and possibly a light stone
colour with Stirling black livery) before adding the fittings. Paint one side of the spare spectacle rims
while you're at it.
1. Cut glazing 7.5mm diameter. (Use the spare spectacle plate as a template) Secure with the spare
spectacle rims.
2. The cab layout differs between early and late batches. I advise studying the scale drawings carefully
before beginning. If you are fitting a Wainwright boiler, the following does not apply.
3. The backhead casting is the correct height for Qs if
sat on the footplate. In this case, the ‘footboards’
etch 26 needs cutting back. Alternatively cut 2mm
off the bottom of the casting and sit on the
footboards. Sit without cutting for the high-boiler Q.
Drill the backhead as shown, using the rivets as a
marking grid.
P – pre-drilled
B – 1.6mm diam
D – 1mm diam

A – 1.8mm diam
C – 1.2mm diam

4. Identify the parts against the photos. Note that
some are formed into ‘sub-assemblies’ before
adding to the backhead. You will need to drill
holes in the fittings to take copper wire
representing pipework or handles. Details
follow below. Handwheels need drilling, also
0.55mm, to fit on spindles on the relevant
castings. These spindles should be gently
tapered so that the handwheel is a 'force-fit'.
5. Drill the water gauge casting through the sides
for tap-handles bent from 0.5mm nickel-silver,
and up through the bottom for 0.5mm copper
wire. (The assembly is shown from behind in
the photo.)
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6. For Qs (early or late versions) with automatic vacuum brakes, drill the ejector casting 1mm diam for
the pipework emerging top and bottom, and also 0.55mm for the drain pipe underneath. Glue the
handle casting in place.
7. There is a fitting which may be a steam oiler, slightly different on early and later Qs. The main casting
has a little L-shaped handle on top, a spigot for a handwheel at the front, and spigot underneath. For
Later Qs cut this spigot off and in its place drill 0.55mm. for a vertical pipe. For early Qs there is an
extra casting with a straight spigot for a handwheel. Drill 0.55mm into the top and glue at right angles
onto the underneath spigot of the main casting. Drill 0.55mm for a horizontal pipe coming out to the
left. Fit one handwheel for later Qs, and two for early Qs.
8. I found it best to fit lengths of wire ‘pipework’ with superglue at this stage. Note that the automatic
ejector needs 1mm copper wire coming from top and bottom. I left off the top ‘pipe’ at this stage as
this has to come through the cab front from the boiler cock.
9. Referring to the scale drawings, add the fittings into the holes drilled earlier. Add the tray into the precast holes. Fit one spigot with handwheel. Fit one cock to the early Q and two to the later.
10. Early Qs only: Drill the reverser steam cock 0.55mm for a pipe to the rear (steam) cylinder of the
tank-top reverser and fit in place. Eventually it should be linked with wire rod to the crank coming from
the front (cataract) cylinder of the reverser.
11. The two photos of the
same backheads (but
taken from different
angles) show the point
you should have
reached. In both
views, the early Q is
on the left, later Q on
the right. The reason
for two angles is that
some items show up
better in one rather
than the other.

12. Paint the Pressure
Gauge (and Brake
Vacuum Gauge castings
where appropriate) with
gold paint to represent
brass, Glue them to the
spectacle plate and add
28 SWG/0.4mm copper
wire as in Loco
drawings. Then add pipework:
13. Glue the backhead into place.
14. Bend 2 x ~60mm pieces of 0.9mm copper wire to form the pipes from the injector take-off valves
each side below the whistle, through the cab front, and – if desired – down to the floor.
15. Vacuum fitted locos: Bend ~75mm of 0.9mm copper wire to form the pipe from the ejector. It runs
over the top of the firebox, through the cab front and then curves to meet the ejector take-off valve
fitted on the boiler beween whistle and safety-valve. Two pipes emerge from the bottom of the
ejector. The right-hand is ~17mm of 0.9mm copper wire. The left is ~30 mm of 1.2 mm copper wire
bent forward as in the loco cab side elevation. The photo shows a 'union' made from a 10BA nut.
16. Fix the two injector handwheels above the backhead, threading their wire spindles into the glands on
the take-off valves. Bend a short piece of wire into an L and fix into the whistle to form the handle.
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17. Bunker and tank vertical grab-rails: the castings are pliable enough to be bent to spring into place and
then straightened up. The intrepid will – after gluing them in place – drill 0.55mm diam. down into the
top of the casting and fit a cut-down Lill pin to represent the knob.
18. (After painting) add the Slaters drawhook and screw couplings – follow their instructions carefully as
reverse threads are involved. Cut safety chains from the length of chain supplied, fix to the 'eyes' and
add the hook castings.
FINALLY….
SER-Kits is happy to give advice or extra information on construction. E-mail is preferable, but letters will
be answered provided a stamped self-addressed envelope is enclosed. SER-Kits also welcomes
feedback on these instructions and suitable suggestions will be incorporated in later copies.
Spare castings and etches are available. Some small castings (eg. tender springs, cab fittings) may only
be available as part of a set.
SER-Kits
20 Weald Close
Weald
Sevenoaks
Kent, TN14 6QH
United Kingdom
Email: SERKits1@aol.com

Appendix A: Wooden Sandwich Buffer Beams
1. Cut the front and rear of the buffer beam from the composite etch. Discard
the ‘thickness’ strip.
2. Solder them into place against the valances, and solder the central
drawhook washer plate to the front of the buffer beam..
3. Continue assembling the locomotive. When all soldering is complete, and
you reach the instructions for fitting the buffers, carry out the following.
4. Cut a small piece of hardwood 3mm thick to the same height as the buffer
beam and about ¾ mm wider. (See photographs) Epoxy resin glue the
hardwood to the front buffer beam.
5.

(Assuming the resin glue is well set), drill through the wood using the holes
in the front of the buffer beam as a guide, approx 3mm or 1/8”. Also drill
out 1.2mm and file the draw-hook hole. Glue the buffers in place, making
sure they move freely before the glue sets.

6.

Vac pipes can be fitted using a a clip as shown. Cut a piece of scrap brass,
bend into an Ω shape to fit the horizontal pipe, drill the sides and pin to the buffer-beam, as in the
photo. Or simply drill into the wood 1.7mm.

Appendix B: Getting the loco running
GETTING IT ROUND SHARP CURVES.There are two main problems: getting the loco to run round sharp
curves without derailing and having electrical short-circuits; and avoiding buffer lock with other vehicles
when shunting. Note that the prototype had 16” rear buffers (like the later Wainwright H) to avoid this
problem. The kit has these buffers.
1. Consider the following photo, and think of the loco as having a long wheelbase based on the distance
between driving axle and bogie pivot. The possibility of front buffer lock is minimised by reducing the
side-play of the front drivers with washers. As for the bogie, the design allows for the bogie to pivot
but not slide sideways as in some older models. This is to minimise rear over-hang with the likelihood
of buffer-lock. If the rear overhang still causes buffer-lock problems, you will have to substitute nonprototypical larger diameter or oval buffers.
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2. Following advice from various experienced modellers, I have pivoted the bogie a few millimetres
ahead of its centre.
3. It follows from the above argument that for sharp curves there may need to be considerable play on
the rear drivers (the ‘middle’ wheels). So the motor and gearbox must float with sideways play. I
suggest restricting the play on the front wheels with washers, and see if the loco will sit on your
curves with no washers on the rear drivers. If it doesn’t, replace the front driver washers with thinner
ones, or omit them altogether. In extreme cases, you may need to file down the thickness of the
centre bearings. I use no packing washers on the driving axles, and my model will go round 48”
radius curves.
4. To allow the prototype bogie to pivot, the wheels on the early Q passed under cutouts in the frames.
In the later Q with larger bogie wheels, the frames were joggled and curved to avoid fouling. This can
be seen on the plan drawing which copies the prototype. The slight joggle is just behind firebox rear
and brake spindle trunnion. The kit follows this design, but I recommend exaggerating the joggle. The
inward curves towards the buffer-beam are also exaggerated.
5. Despite all this, I found that the bogie wheels tended to touch the
bogie trunnion, arrowed in the photo. With Slaters plastic wheel
centres, the chassis is electrically neutral, but I still don’t like the
potential for short-circuits. Solutions:
•

File the curve of the frame and trunnion forward. If this is not
enough:

•

Consider folding the stretcher plate with the fixing holes for body and bogie into a slight Z rather
than at right angles. This will have the effect of moving the pivot backwards a little. Whether this
will spoil the look of the loco is up to you…

CURING JERKY RUNNING
6. At the outset, check that the motor gears mesh smoothly. Any problem is most likely to occur with a
self-assembly gear-box. Sadly, not all worm-wheels are concentric on the axle, and can result in a
binding. Running the motor without gear lubricant for an hour or two usually cures this, but on
occasion I've had to smear valve-grinding paste on the worm-wheel and run for several minutes. Do
this out of the chasiss, and be sure to clean off all the paste with white spirit before re-assembly.
7. Do not fit the motor yet. First, check that all your axles are parallel and at right-angles to the sides of
the chassis. The old trick of threading lengths of 3/16” rod through the axle-boxes is useful here, as
they amplify any discrepancies. If necessary, put the soldering iron on the offending axle-box guide
and move it slightly.
8. Next add the coupling-rods and run the chassis by hand-power along a piece of straight track. If
there’s binding, check that all the bearing bolts for the coupling rods are absolutely perpendicular to
the wheel-face and parallel to the axle. This can be a problem on Slaters’ wheelsets where the bolts
fit into plastic. If binding occurs it will show most when the cranks on one side are horizontal.
Assuming the coupling rod bolts are perpendicular, this is a clear sign that the bearings are slightly
too far apart or too close, and a little bit of easing is needed.
9. The bogie is intended to support the rear of the loco as with the prototype. At the same time, the
weight of the loco helps keep the bogie on the track. I recommend that you complete the loco
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superstructure before trying to adjust the driver and bogie springing. (There’s not much point
beforehand.)
10. Put a good lump of lead into the front of the boiler.
11. Omit the bogie and adjust the driving wheel heights using the 12BA bolts until the top of the footplate
is 30mm above the track at front & rear. Then slacken off the rear driving wheel bolts so that when
the bogie is adjusted, the drivers have a little upward play over bumps in your track. (Not necessary if
your track is perfectly level everywhere…)
Next, fit the bogie, and adjust the spring until the loco footplate is again at the correct height. I pulled
the p/b spring out a little to make it stiffer, cut it to about 20mm, then trimmed it coil by coil until the
loco sat good and level. If the spring is too high, driver adhesion is limited. Too low, and there’s an
increased danger of intermittent short circuits.
Because my track climbs and falls (it curves in the vertical plane) I found times when the bogie
shorted on the main frames. The fouling points were the tops of the dummy bogie spring castings –
the four nearest the pivot. You could either file away part of the curve of the frames or reduce the
height of the dummy springs. I chose the latter, as they’re hidden in side view by the wheel tyres, and
in front view by the fronts of the front springs.
Finally, run thin electrical leads from the motor forward to the bogie. Form a coil in each to allow for
dropping the bogie, and solder to the bogie spacers.

Appendix C: Techniques
•

Punching Rivet Holes
If you don't have one of those expensive riveting tools, use a centre-punch or 1/16" steel rod turned to
a point. Place the etch face down on the end-grain of a piece of wood, and punch each half-etched
rivet with a light tap of the hammer.

•

Folding etches
As with all etched kits, folds should be made so that the half-etch fold line ends up inside the fold.
Fold in the vice or pinch between metal bars. Reinforce the fold with a narrow fillet of solder.

•

Soldering
It helps to have solder of different melting points, using the high melting point solder first. If you only
use one type of solder, there is a danger that previously soldered parts will move when a later
component is soldered in place.
Use a good flux for the brass etch – Carr's Green Label for example. But wash the assembly at the
end of each modelling session to avoid corrosion.
Solder paint is helpful for small parts, especially if used in conjunction with a resistance soldering
probe. (Although expensive, a resistance soldering unit makes assembly of etch kits much easier)

•

Making up hand-wheels
Best done before removing from etch: drill the handwheel centres 0.5mm. Hold ~15mm of 26SWG in
the vice, and - holding the complete handwheel etch - solder the required handwheel to the wire.
Snip from etch and clean up.

•

Fixing White-metal Castings
In general, I recommend fixing detail parts with either 2-part epoxy resin adhesive (Devcon, Araldite,
etc) or one of the many superglues.
Some of the castings use a low-melt alloy which reproduces detail well but whose melting point is
only a little higher than low-melt solders. Hence my advice against using low melting point solders.
Most of the white metal parts are designed with spigots which fix into holes in the loco bodies.
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Appendix D: Fitting Cast Dummy Motion (rather than the simplified etched parts)
1. Refer to the motion and valve-gear drawing supplied with the kit to identify parts. It’s worth
skimming through the complete motion instructions to get a rough idea of where you’re heading,
and to look at the final photo. PLEASE follow the order of assembly to avoid trouble. Each part
should be cleaned up beforehand by removing 'flash' and the remains of casting sprues.
2. Make sure that all soldering operations (e.g. fitting sandpipes and brake hangers) have been
completed before fitting this kit. You should have fitted the
spacers 12 and 12B but not the etched motion plate 12A.
3. Prepare the Motion Plate (Casting 9) Holes in the top
brackets are for the top spigots in the expansion links/cranks
(see later) and should be 1.2 mm diameter. Holes in the
bottom brackets should be 1.6mm for the weigh shaft. Also,
clear out the 8 holes for the slide bars with a 1.5mm drill. The
diagram shows how things go together, but follow the order
given below to avoid trouble!
4. The Slide Bar Holders (Casting 4) have a spigot X one side which will fit into the outer holes in
the rear cylinder head. The other side has a representation of a packing gland with hole for the
piston rod. Check the fit of the piston rods and if necessary drill the holes 1.7mm diam. a couple
of mm. deep.
5. The slide bar castings are too long for the Q/Q1. File back fixing spigots until the square part of
each bar is 27.5 mm long. Leave the spigots about 2mm long.
6.

Assemble the Slide Bars (Castings No. 7): Glue 2 plain slide bars and 2 with oil-pots into the
holes in one of the Slide bar holders, making sure that the two bars with oil-pots are on the same
side. NOTE: I find it easiest to clamp the Holder in a horizontal position and glue the bars in the
vertical, keeping them steady with the motion plate – but do NOT glue this yet. Repeat for the
other set of slide bars.

7. While the glue is setting, cut the
connecting rods as in the photo. Drill
through the Cross-heads (Casting 8)
with a 1.6mm drill where shown in the
photo. Cut down one of the piston rods
(the rod sticking out of the cross-head)
to 4mm and the other to 14 mm.
8. Slide the cross-head with the short
piston rod between the bars on the
right-hand side of the engine (looking
forward) until the piston rod fits into the hole in the packing gland. Slide the cross-head with the
long piston rod into the other bars. Finally glue the motion plate onto
the slide bars, and trim down the bar spigots to about ¾ mm
projection. The complete assembly can be seen right way up in the
above photo on the right.
9. At this stage, make a trial fit of the whole cylinder and slide bar
assembly. A bit of juggling is needed, working the spigots of the slide
bar holders into the cylinder head first. Wriggle the motion plate until
it’s centred behind the four etched holes in each frame and angled
correctly according to the scale drawing. Note that the lower slide
bars foul the over-scale bearings and axle. Cure this by carefully
sawing away the lower slide bars where they foul and as shown in the
scale drawing of the motion (Diag.1) See also photo next to Instruction 18.
10. The top corners of the motion plate need filing to a chamfer, curving down to the frames. (See the
etch equivalent for the shape.)
11. Re-fit the assembly and catch it place with a clamp. The idea now is to locate it with pins through
the etched holes in the frames so that it’s held, but removable.
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12. Drill through the four etched holes on each side 0.6mm diam. into the motion plate brackets.
Remove the assembly, and open all eight holes to (say) 0.8mm to give clearance.
13. Solder Lill pins through the etch holes and cut them down to about 1/3 mm projection.
14. At this stage, I recommending priming and painting the inside of the frames: red between
cylinders and firebox, black elsewhere.
15. Ease the loco frames apart and spring the slide bar assembly into position, catching the motion
plate on the Lill pin stubs.
16. Completing the valve gear (the numbers and diagrams
refer to the scale drawing of the motion).
17. The following instructions require the cylinders to be on
your left and the driving axle to the right.
18. Thread the longest connecting rod through the right-hand
slot in the motion plate (looking forward) and into the
cross-head. NOTE: the oil glands on the con-rods should
be upwards. Catch in the rectangular hole in the rear
motion support 12B. Glue it in place, and repeat with the
other con rod. See the photo, taken from below:
19. Glue the Valve Spindles 5 & 6 into the two central holes
in the rear cylinder head. NOTE that the short spindle
goes in the right-hand hole when viewed from the rear.
20. Now for the (more?) fiddly bit. Take your time on this, and
refer to both the scale drawing of the motion and the
photographs. A bit of joggling is necessary, and the parts are
cast in a pliable alloy to allow this.
21. Take the 'obtuse' expansion link assembly (Casting 10) and
trim the lever fit into the slot in the right-hand (short) valve
guide and the spigot into the hole drilled earlier in the furthest
bracket at the top of the motion plate. (See Motion Drawing
diagram 4). Glue into place.
22. Repeat for the 'acute' expansion link assembly (Casting 12)
Glue in place next to the 'obtuse' assembly. The photo, taken
from above, shows the stage you should have reached.
23. Work a length of 1.6mm rod (33mm for locos with reverser on the front of the LH tank; 26mm for
early Qs with cab reverser) partially through the furthest lower bracket of the motion plate. ('y',
left-hand in the diagram of Casting 9). This rod forms the 'weigh-shaft'. (Except that Stirling's
steam reverser didn’t need counterweights.) It should protrude about
5mm beyond the RH frame. Note that it’s very close to the wheel
because of overscale flanges – maybe file a small flat on it.
24. Take the 'obtuse' crank (Casting 11) and run a 1.6 mm drill through the
crank hole to make sure it can fit on the weigh-shaft. Referring to Diag.
5, work the long lever up from underneath between the 'obtuse'
expansion link assembly and the slidebars. Thread the 1.6mm weighshaft through the hole in the crank. Glue the hole on the lever to the
outer top spigot on the expansion link. (See Diag. 5) Do not glue the
crank to the rod at this stage but wait till you've connected the reversing
linkage later on.
25. Repeat with the 'acute' crank. The photo, taken from below, shows where you’re at:
26. Lastly, you need to fit four eccentric ‘rods’ (actually flat, slightly tapered
strips) to the top and bottom of each expansion link. Use the two etches
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and drill as shown in the photo. Cut the rods from the expansion link and file the ends round the
holes.
27. Thread the rods through the holes in the rear motion support 12B and
fit to the inner spigots at the ends of the expansion links. It helps to
give them a slight bend. You may need to temporarily bend some of
the castings sideways a little, but the low-melt alloy used allows for
this. The photo shows the end result, seen from above. Glue to the
spigots, but leave rods free to come out of the slots in 12B so that the
motion can be removed if necessary.

28. The final assembly is shown below in a photo taken from above. Now is probably the time to
complete painting the underframe.
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Appendix E: Livery
Summary: The Qs were originally painted in the Cudworth livery of green with red-brown frames and
valances. After 1883, Stirling introduced a black livery with red lining. From the mid-90s a yellow line
may have been added. Then, from 1899 the Qs were repainted in the elaborate Wainwright livery as they
returned to Ashford for servicing. This livery was simplified c1910 and again during the 1914-18 war. Qs
and Q1s were painted in SR green livery from 1924.
Cudworth Livery: The green has been described as a Holly and/or Dark green. To my eye this means a
mid-green, probably half-way between a yellow-green and a bluish green. It is definitely not Brunswick
green, as the introduction of this (rather bluish) green on the B class (and its continuation by Wainwright)
was noted as a definite change of colour.
The green was edged in black, and the two colours separated with a white line. The resulting ‘panels’ of
green were further lined inside with a black band scalloped at the corners and this band was edged with
double white lines. This can clearly be seen in photographs of Cudworth’s locomotives. I assume with no
evidence that the cab interiors were also green edged black and lined with white. Boiler bands were black
edged with white. (Fox’s have a transfer sheet)
The underframes and valances were painted in a warm red-brown. Wheels were green, with a double
white line around tyres and bosses, chamfered onto the spokes. Buffer beams were red edged with black
and lined with white which chased around the buffers and draw-hook plates. The buffer stocks were the
colour of the valance.
The only way of knowing that the locomotives belonged to the South Eastern was by tiny lettering on the
brass number plates (infilled with red paint). These were on the tank sides.
Stirling Livery: Black all over, including frames and wheels. The lining outline appears to follow
Cudworth’s pattern, but using red not white. In later years, a further inner yellow line was added to some
passenger locomotives. Buffer beams remained the same as Cudworth’s. It’s generally believed the
buffer stocks were black.
Neither livery is easy to apply, since each panel must have three parallel lines, and any slight deviations
are very obvious. Templates should be cut from styrene sheet and I hope to be able to supply printouts
on 10 thou styrene along with a lining diagram – please check.
After a coat of matt varnish, I use Rotring white ink in a Rotring 0.2mm pen (Applying to unvarnished paint
clogs the pen). Sadly (in my opinion) many 7mm locomotives have lining that is far too ‘loud’, mainly
because it’s over-width. (1/4”/3/8” – 0.15/0.22mm seems to have been a typical width) Stirling’s red
lining is quite subtle, and in photos and when seen from a distance on my models, is almost invisible,
particularly in a dull (standard English!) light. However, there is quite a big subliminal difference, since a
locomotive looks very dull before lining, and has a definite ‘lift’ afterwards. For this red lining, I mix in a
little white to make the red less transparent, and use a 0.25mm pen to make it more visible.
After 1899: As the locomotives passed through the shops, they were repainted in the elaborate
Wainwright livery which in many ways echoes Cudworth’s but with a change of colour. This livery can be
seen on existing Wainwright locomotives – the D in the National Railway Museum, and the O1, C & H on
the Bluebell line. Later on c.1911 this was simplified (which may appeal to modellers), and during the
1914-18 war was replaced with a gloomy dark grey with white lettering. The simplified pre-war livery
returned after the war.
After 1924: The locos were painted in standard SR green livery with black and white lining, in some ways
similar to Cudworth’s, but simplified by omitting the scalloped internal white-black-white lining on panels.

Appendix F: Etch numbering
NOTE: E on etch for early batches with short bunker and (mostly) 3ft bogie wheels. L is for subsequent
(later) locos. Note that both types were converted to Q1, however only long wheelbase Q1 versions
survived to work on the Southern Railway after 1924
1.
2.

Bogie sides – early & later
Bogie top horiz. stretcher
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
7S/E/L
8.
9.
10.
11.
11A/B
12.
12A.
12B.
13.
14.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
28F
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

Bogie bottom horiz. stretcher.
Bogie guard irons – 2 sorts – later type un-numbered and attached to part 7L (frame
extension) but 4E is number-tagged and attached to 7E
Bogie spring hangers, comp beam bearings and washers. Larger washers outside frame are
for use with Slaters’ 1/8” axles. NB comp beams attached to part 7E
Main frame – Front guard irons tagged to front. Remove brake parts (47) in their frame.
Rear chassis extensions for early and late versions
Stretcher for rubbing plate castings – short & long bunker versions
Brake spindle trunnions – 8L attached to cylinder base, Part 13. 8E unnumbered in frame
attached to 7E
Firebox & rear driving wheel bearing slide
Front driving wheel bearing slide
Ashpan for early and late versions, and different ashpan for Q1
Ashpan front & rear
Rear cylinder head
Front motion bracket, also S7 versionMotion rear (dummy) support
Cylinder base
Footplate (remove parts, noting & removing the un-numbered steps tagged at smokebox end
and the Smiths vacuum cylinder covers – ½ etched rectangles under the cab. The other parts
are numbered or have number tags.
Footplate valance
Buffer beams – Those with fewer edge rivets are the rear plates of the early sandwich type.
Before punching rivets – check photos – they vary. (NB Drawhook washer plates are Part 37)
‘Thickness’ for sandwich buffer beam
Bunker sides – short early version, longer later version
Bunker rear
Bunker front
Bunker floor/water tank top
Reverser parts
Water cock trunnions – early version only
Coal door
Left & Right hand tanks (number on rear of etch)
Cab floor – drill ½ etch holes for early version
Cab support to go across bunker
Cab sides & rear – Q & high-boiler/Q1 versions. Spectacle rims are etched near the
smokebox (32-Q) – hinged (53) outside, plain inside.
Cab front – Q or Q1
Cab beading
Splashers. Some over-scale for Slaters wheel clearance
Splasher tops
Smokebox front - Q & high-boiler/Q1 versions (Remove headcode boards & ‘Special’ oval
board from inside Q1 version and remove spectacle rims from inside Q version)
Cab toolbox
Hinged coal flap – inside cab
Smokebox saddle/Ogee sides
Ogee cylinder head cover – two versions. Middle hinges for most locos. Hinges at lower end
for very last batches.
Draw-hook washer plates
Tank-top sandbox levers
Front sandbox levers. NB use thin spare etched strip for the flat link behind tank and
splashers.
Step hangers, front & rear
Steps
Safety valve lever
Vac cylinder trunnions (Automatic vac. version)
Tank flares
Bunker flares
Lampirons – 2 boxes. One contains rt. angle lamp irons for locos in SR days.
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47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.

Brake cranks, washers to form bearings, brake links, brake hangers & small cranks.
Expansion links for vac. cylinder connection.
Brake adjuster links (double up and sandwich rear rods)
Brake rods
Bunker extension for later locos
Beading for bunker extension
Top bearing plates for injector handwheels (early Qs only)
Centre beading for cab roof
Cab roof – one for Q and one for Q1
Cab roof hatch – Q1 only
Handwheels
Handbrake bearing
Coupling rod parts
Boiler
Connector for joining base of boiler
Circular formers for inside boiler (remove spectacle rims)
Inner smokebox wrap
Outer smokebox wrap; also former for firebox end of boiler
Smokebox saddle (Cut on half-etched line for Stirling versions)
Cab doors (SECR onwards)
Dummy motion parts
Square section equalising pipes (Long bunker locos)
Balance weights (rear drivers only)
Slide bars
BB – boiler bands
Q1 sandboxes
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Q/Q1 Variations
compiled by Dan Garrett – last revised 12.6.11
The following table charts the main differences between the types as built. Note that rebuilding during the SECR period resulted in
hybrids. Before modelling, be careful to check your chosen locomotive against photographs and other historical information.
Condensing versions need further research and checking. These notes offered in good faith but may contain errors.
Number and
description of
each series

Numbers

Entere
d
traffic

Bogie &
wheels

1 Ashford series
Condensing
gear and short
chimneys
12 locos

5,27,158
161/2/4/77/8/8
0/1/2/4,

June
1881 May
1882

Rigid
centrepin 4’10”
wheelba
se bogie
with 3' 0"
8-spoke
wheels;
compens
ation
beam in
addition
to
springing
.

2 Neilson Reid similar to first
12, but no
condensing
gear
10 locos
Neilson Reid
10 locos

303 - 312

May July
1881

319 – 328
Neilson
Nos.29072916

Ashford Works
2 locos

329/30

Wh
eel
bas
e
7'
5"
+ 9'
1"+
4'
10"
=
21’
4”

Chimney
type and
height

Other detail differences

“12ft. 6in.,
and this
was
achieved
by fitting a
2ft. 10 1/8”
built-up
chimney.”
(Bradley)
However,
a weight
diagram
gives a
height of
12’ 8 ½”

“

“

13ft. 3
1/2in. with
3ft. 7 5/8
in. built up
chimney

• Short bunker (56.5 in.).
• Steam reverser mounted horizontally on the
top of the RH (driver’s side) tank, the steam
cylinder inside the cab and the cataract
cylinder outside. The piston rod connects to a
long lever between tank and boiler (hidden
behind sandbox). A long horizontal link
connects to the weigh-shaft lever.
• Wooden sandwich buffer beams front and
rear. The front of the front buffer beam was
therefore further in front of the smokebox plate
than on later Qs by 2.75in.
• No rear handrail
• Circular section equalising pipe under the
footplate between rear and side tanks
• Smiths non-automatic vacuum with ejector on
RH side of smokebox and operating bellows
cylinders under the firebox. The cab has pipes
and lifting caps to destroy the vacuum;
externally the typical double hoses.
• Injector under cab floor with cocks and
handwheels on vertical spindles
• As above but no condensing gear
• A second injector instead of a pump

Dece
mber
1882 Febru
ary
1883
March
1885

“

“

“

“

“

7'
5"
+ 9'
3"+
5’4
"=
22’
0”
“

3 As 1885 series
but with
lengthened
bogie
wheelbase
4 locos

129/93, 237/9

?1887

Triangula
r link 5’4”
wheelba
se bogie
with 3' 0"
8-spoke
wheels

4 1887-97 series
with
lengthened
bogie and
large diameter
bogie wheels
Ashford – 6
locos

12, 26, 40, 72,
200/35

1887

Triangula
r link 5’4”
bogie
with
3' 9"
wheels;
no
compensation

Cast
chimney

“

“

• As above

• As above, except
• Steam reverser on the front of the right-hand
side tanks. Note that this is similar but not
identical to those on the F & Bs, nor to the
Wainwright version.
• As 329/30, except
• Longer bunker
• Single metal plate buffer beams.

• As previous four, except
• Long bunker (64.5 in.)
• Injectors moved to tank tops against cab
fronts. This results in a very noticeable long
pipe along the top of both tanks, looping down
and back up into the clack valves
• Square section equalising pipe
• Rear handrail on bunker
• The rear brake (adjustable) brake rod is some
2” shorter on the later Q. and the trunnion pivot
is 2” further forward
• Dual fitted with Smith’s and auto vac. or latter
only. Ejector in cab, and distinctive cylinder
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Ashford – 5
locos
Neilson Reid –
10 locos
Neilson Reid –
15 locos
Ashford – 6
locos
Ashford – 3
locos
Sharp Stewart
– 10 locos
Ashford – 6
locos
Neilson Reid –
15 locos

16, 81/3,
141/73
23, 82/5, 220
343 - 352

1888
1889

“

“

“

rocking in trunnions under the firebox
• As previous six

1889

“

“

“

• As previous

354 to 368

1891

“

“

“

• As previous

58, 73,
115/34/46, 224

1891

“

“

“

135/6/8

1892

“

“

“

• As previous, except
• Timmis spiral springs on the trailing coupled
wheels
• As previous

399 - 408

1893-4

“

“

“

• As previous

6, 50, 76, 95,
168/9
410 - 424

1894/5

“

“

“

• As previous

1897

“

“

“

• As previous

Summary of above: Including the Q1 rebuilds there are 5 main variants
6. Original type with 3’0” 8-spoke bogie wheels. (These include the condensing version, but extra
pipework will be needed) See also previous note on sourcing wheels
7. A few Qs were built as hybrids with small bogie wheels, but having a longer bogie wheelbase.
Treat these as for those with large bogie wheels. Some frame mods may be needed. If you’re
considering one of these versions, I suggest discussing with me first (email or SAE).
8. Later type with 3’9” bogie wheels on a longer wheelbase
9. Wainwright high-boiler version with centre safety valve and no dome
10. Wainwright Q1 rebuild of either bogie version: sandboxes are either integrated into the front
splashers (as in Stirling’s day) or below the footplate with plain arc splashers. There are several
variations.
For all Qs:
• Boiler diameter – 4ft 4in. (4ft 8in. over cladding); boiler length – 10ft 3 ½ in.; firebox length – 5ft. 6in. The
visible length differs from early to later Qs, but this is because of the projection into the cab.
• Sloping Stirling grate and ashpan
• Rear buffers: 16in. diameter (as with Wainwright Class H 0-4-4T locos)
• Cab steps go vertical to footplate. They are not bent outward to the valance as on e.g. Wainwright’s H.
• There are two versions of the tank-mounted sandboxes. Photos show that Nielsen locomotives had
boxes 18” long (in side elevation), whereas most – probably all – sandboxes by Ashford and Sharp
Stewart were 24”. If the drawing in the 1894 Engineer of Neilson No.368 is to be believed, the
sandboxes on top of the tanks were set 1 ½ in. further back on this batch.
• Boiler handrail height is variable. Generally it’s on a level with the tank flare beading, but is lower on at
least one early Q and frequently higher on later Qs.
• The height of the cab-side cutout appears to be variable when comparing photos of different Qs, Q1s.
After careful tracing and scaling I am reasonably certain that this is an optical illusion caused by shadow
from the roof overhang.
Modifications:
• From c1890: auto vac. brake replaces Smith’s
• Early versions only during the SECR period: the injectors under the cab floor are moved on top of
the tanks, against the cabs as later versions.
• Long bogie wheelbase locos during SECR period: bunker extensions fitted above flares, and
protective grids added to rear spectacles. Evidence lacking for short wheelbase versions.
High Stirling-type boiler versions (like the Q1 but with central safety valve instead of a dome)
•
•

The boiler is pitched 7 ¾ “higher but has the same visible length and diameter as the Stirling
boiler.
It is not clear whether the smokebox is the same length as the Qs, or longer as Q1s. Nor is it
clear whether the firebox extended further into the cab, although this is unlikely, as the cab was
not extended as in the Q1s.
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•

Some chimneys appear very tall – see No.135.

Q1:
These retained the frames, bogies, motion, tanks and bunkers of each original loco.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

They were all given Wainwright H boilers + smokeboxes + fireboxes pitched 7 ¾ “higher (as with
the domeless high-boiler version). The external diameter is the same as the Stirling boiler, but the
fittings are all Wainwright.
Wainwright boiler/firebox projects deeper into the cab. The ashpan has a horizontal floor.
Wainwright smokebox is longer than Stirling’s, so front plate is 1 7/8” further forward, and
therefore front sandboxes are extended on those few Q1s which retained front sandboxes above
the footplate.
It’s not clear which chimney was copied but may have been the H’s. However, at least one loco
(No.319) had a high chimney for some of its life.
Most Q1s had arced front splashers, and their front & rear sandboxes were below the footplate,
probably identical with those on the H class, and arranged for steam sanding.
The cab was probably completely replaced since it appears to have been extended forwards by a
probable 5”. The spectacles were raised, probably by the same 7 ¾” as the boiler.
Cab doors were added.
Sliding cab roof vent, hole centred and close to front, but sliding to over fireman’s side (see
photos of 12 and 184).
All Q1s seem to have had bunker extensions.
When rebuilt, the few Q1s with small bogie wheels had the reverser removed to the front of the
RH tank, as the rest of the class. At least two (Nos.180 and 319) retained tank top rear
sandboxes, but the high boiler meant abandoning the linkage between them. The replacement
linkage cannot be seen in the photo.
In SR days, extra right-angled lamp-irons were fitted half-way up the smokebox plate.

DRAWING SOURCES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

GA - Q with 3ft 0in. bogie wheels Nos.319-328 Neilson Nos.2907- 2916, 1883 – side elev –
OPC10841
GA - Q with 3ft 0in. bogie wheels early condensing type 15.9.1881 – Cross Sections Dwg
No.1578 – OPC4885
GA - Q with 3ft 0in. bogie wheels Neilson Nos.2907- 2906, 1883 – plan view – OPC10842
GA - Q with 3ft 9in. bogie wheels Nos.354-368 – side elev OPC5219
GA - Q with 3ft 9in. bogie wheels Sharp Stewart – side elev OPC1090
Wt. Diag Q1 with 3ft 0in. bogie wheels– side elev only – OPC3809
Wt. Diag Q1 with 3ft 9in. bogie wheels – side and end elevs OPC3811
Wt. Diag Q1 with 3ft 9in. bogie wheels – side and end elevs OPC1500
The Engineer magazine Supplement 19.1.1894 – Q with 3ft 9in. bogie wheels – side elev and
plan
The Engineer magazine 26.1.1894, pp.65, 66, 72, shaded litho picture, detail drawings and
text
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